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SOMMARIO 

L’obiettivo di questo progetto di tesi è sviluppare un guanto strumentato che possa interagire con il 

sistema esoscheletrico Gloreha Lite della Idrogenet. Questo sistema può essere utilizzato da pazienti 

che hanno subito un danno fisico a uno degli arti superiori oppure un danno cerebrale che si ripercuote 

sull’arto, per esempio in seguito a un ictus. Indossando il guanto strumentato sull’arto sano, il paziente 

può controllare i movimenti effettuati dal Gloreha, indossato sulla mano malata. Questa terapia 

(terapia a specchio) coinvolge notevolmente i pazienti rispetto ai classici esercizi fisioterapici, 

motivando l’utilizzatore a essere costante nell’utilizzo del sistema. Inoltre, la terapia a specchio agisce 

non solo a livello muscolare ma anche cerebrale, migliorando e ripristinando le funzioni cognitive 

dei pazienti che hanno subito un danno. 

La struttura del guanto presenta due varianti: come prima scelta è stato acquistato un semplice guanto 

commerciale in tessuto e, in seguito, è stato disegnato un semi-guanto che ricopre solamente il dorso 

della mano, lasciando libero il palmo per garantire comfort e funzionalità della mano. Questo guanto 

è regolabile (realizzato di una sola misura, in Silicone) in base alle dimensioni della mano, in modo 

da poter essere utilizzato da un elevato numero di pazienti, indipendentemente dal sesso. 

Il guanto strumentato è formato da cinque sensori di flessione, montati sulla parte dorsale di ogni 

dito. Ciascun flessore rileva l’angolo assunto dall’articolazione interfalangea del pollice e 

dall’articolazione interfalangea prossimale delle altre quattro dita. I sensori utilizzati durante lo studio 

sono di due tipologie: sensori piezoresistivi di flessione commerciali della Spectra Symbol e sensori 

piezoresistivi di deformazione in grafene e nanocellulosa sviluppati dalla Nanyang Technological 

University di Singapore. 

Per effettuare la caratterizzazione di questi sensori è stato progettato un banco di prova, stampato poi 

in 3D. Il banco è formato da una struttura articolata che è fissata su un lato, mentre il lato opposto 

viene movimentato utilizzando un mini-attuatore lineare della Actuonix. Il sensore che deve essere 

caratterizzato viene montato sul supporto articolato, il quale, piegandosi, provoca la flessione del 

sensore e, di conseguenza, una variazione misurabile della sua resistenza. 
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L’acquisizione dei dati dei sensori per il banco di caratterizzazione avviene utilizzando un Arduino 

Genuino 101, il quale, oltre a leggere l’uscita dei sensori, legge e comanda la posizione dell’attuatore. 

Per quanto riguarda, invece, il guanto strumentato, l’acquisizione viene fatta tramite un Arduino Nano 

33 BLE Sense che comunica con il PC tramite Bluetooth. Grazie alle sue dimensioni estremamente 

ridotte, questo Arduino è facilmente integrabile nel guanto strumentato, mantenendo alto il livello di 

comfort per il paziente. 

Dato che la scheda di controllo del Gloreha permette di movimentare i 5 motori contemporaneamente 

ma non è possibile fornire set-point di posizione differenti tra un dito e l’altro, è stata sostituita con 

degli invertitori di polarità controllati da un Arduino Mega e opportunamente saldati su uno shield. 

In questo modo è possibile controllare i motori del Gloreha in modo indipendente. 

L’analisi dei dati relativi alla caratterizzazione e l’invio dei dati dal guanto strumentato al Gloreha, 

avviene tramite un software sviluppato in linguaggio POWER-KI. Questo software presenta diverse 

funzionalità: 

• Permette lo scambio dati con i sistemi Arduino Genuino 101 e Arduino Nano 33 BLE Sense, 

interfacciandosi con il programma Arduino 

• Durante la fase di caratterizzazione permette di movimentare l’attuatore lineare; raccogliere, 

rappresentare graficamente, interpolare e salvare i dati relativi alla caratterizzazione dei 

sensori; caricare i dati relativi a sensori precedentemente caratterizzati 

• Permette di settare alcuni parametri del Gloreha, quali: scelta di quali dita movimentare, range 

di movimento di ogni dito e velocità di lavoro 

• Durante la fase di utilizzo del guanto strumentato permette di associare a ogni dito un sensore 

caratterizzato e, quindi, associarlo al corrispettivo attuatore del Gloreha. Inoltre, permette di 

acquisire e rappresentare graficamente i dati relativi a ogni sensore utilizzato e di inviarli al 

Gloreha per la movimentazione 

I test di caratterizzazione effettuati con il banco di prova realizzato hanno mostrato l’adeguatezza dei 

sensori per l’applicazione sviluppata. In particolare, sono stati analizzati i risultati in termini di 

isteresi, ripetibilità e linearità. Sono stati anche effettuati dei test sul tempo di apertura e chiusura 

totale dell’esoscheletro e sul tempo di reazione tra il segnale di comando dal guanto sensorizzato e 

movimento dei motori del Gloreha, mettendo a confronto la comunicazione seriale e quella Bluetooth. 

Anche in questo caso i risultati ottenuti sono adeguati per un’applicazione di Mirror Therapy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mirror Therapy is a technique created to alleviate phantom limb pain, in which patients feel that they 

still have pain in their limbs even after having amputated them. The Mirror Therapy can improve this 

condition: the patient places the healthy limb in front of a mirror and the amputated limb behind it. 

When the patient moves the healthy arm, it is reflected in the mirror and creates the illusion that the 

amputated limb is moving without pain. Mirror Therapy has since been used to treat other pain 

syndromes, to carry out sensory re-education, and to improve motor function following brain 

dysfunction. Today, mirror therapy is combined with innovative therapies, such as robot-assisted 

therapy: bimanual robot-assisted exercises are performed, that help the neuro-muscular system to 

improve the use of the diseased limb. Mirror Therapy is, so, an excellent tool for improving cognitive 

as well as physical functions, in fact it is a powerful neuro-rehabilitation technique. 

The aim of this project is to create a rehabilitation system for Mirror Therapy and, so, to equip the 

Gloreha exoskeleton with a sensorised glove that allows bimanual exercises. This glove is equipped 

with sensors that monitor the flexion movement of the fingers of the hand.  During operation of the 

system, the flexion of each sensor is translated into a movement command for the motors of the 

Gloreha, which operate the various fingers of the exoskeleton. Using this system, patients can perform 

mirror therapy by wearing the sensor glove in the healthy hand and the Gloreha in the diseased hand. 

In this way, the user can control the movements of the exoskeleton with the glove, which performs 

robot-assisted therapy on the diseased hand. The advantages of using this system are that it can carry 

out a rehabilitation routine that is engaging, motivating and both physical and cognitive at the same 

time, as it actively involves the patient during rehabilitation. 

This thesis will illustrate the design phases of a test bench for the characterisation of the sensors to 

be used on the glove, the choice of the equipment, the production of the sensorised glove, the design 

and realisation of a control board for the Gloreha, the wiring of the various boards for the acquisition 

of data from the sensors, the development of a software user interface for the use of the equipment 

and the results obtained from the characterisation of the sensors and the tests on the Gloreha. 
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1. STATE OF THE ART 

This first chapter presents the anatomy of the hand, the rehabilitation techniques used for the various 

pathologies affecting this organ and the related robotic solutions present in literature. 

 

1.1 HAND REHABILITATION 

The human hand is an extremely delicate, versatile and complex organ located at the distal end of the 

upper limb, it is connected to the forearm through the wrist and ends with the five fingers. Muscles 

and joints in the hand allow a great range of movement, characterized by both strength and high 

precision[a]. 

 

1.1.1 HAND STRUCTURE 

The elements of the hand can be divided into several categories: bones and joints, ligaments and 

tendons, muscles, nerves and blood vessels[b]. 

 

Bones and Joints 

The hand is made up of 27 bones within the wrist and hand (Figure 1.1): 8 bones are placed inside 

the wrist (carpal bones) and form the wrist joint connecting to the bones of the forearm (radius and 

ulna) via a cartilage disc. Inside the palm there are 5 metacarpal bones connected to the carpals and 

to each finger. The first metacarpal bone and the long thumb bone come together to form the basal 

joint of the thumb (carpometacarpal joint). The fingers are composed of 14 bones (phalanges) 

connected by joints and ligaments. Each finger consisting of three phalanges (except the thumb which 

has only two) and two joints which allow flexion and extension (proximal and distal interphalangeal 
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joints). The thumb can also rotate thanks to the carpometacarpal joint. Other joints within the hand 

are those that connect the phalanges and metacarpals (metacarpophalangeal joints)[a,b]. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 – Bones and joints of hand and wrist[a] 

 

Tendons and ligaments 

Tendons allow each joint in the finger to straighten (extensor tendons) or bend (flexor tendons), they 

are surrounded by protective tendon sheaths which contain lubricating fluid that allows the tendons 

to flow without friction. The tendons of the fingers begin as muscles in the forearm that travel towards 

the hand until they connect to the tendons, before passing (together with nerves and blood vessels) 

inside connective tissue and tunnel-shaped carpal bones that are located in the wrist (called carpal 

tunnel), (Figure 1.2) [a,b]. 
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Figure 1.2 – Tendons in the hand and carpal tunnel[a] 

 

Ligaments are resistant bands of tissue that connect bones together. Two important structures, called 

collateral ligaments, are located on both sides of each finger and thumb. The function of the collateral 

ligaments is to prevent abnormal sideways bending of each joint (Figure 1.3)[b]. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 – Collateral ligaments, interphalangeal joints and metacarpophalangeal joints[b] 

 

Muscles 

The hand is made up of over 30 muscles that work together in a highly complex way (Figure 1.4). 

Many of the muscles that control the hand start in the elbow or forearm and flow through the wrist 

and hand, controlling the movement of the wrist and fingers. Between the metacarpal bones there are 
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small muscles that allow the fingers to widen (abduction) and reunite (adduction). There are also two 

stronger muscle groups that form the tender eminence (at the base of the thumb) and the hypothenar 

eminence, which controls the little finger. The tender eminence allows the thumb to touch the other 

four fingers (opposition of the thumb) [a,b]. 

 

 

Figure 1.4 – Muscles of the hand[b] 

 

Nerves 

Three nerves come from the shoulder to the hand: the radial, the median and the ulnar nerve. These 

nerves carry the signals that control the arm, the hand and the fingers from the brain to the muscles, 

while they carry sensory information from the hand to the brain thanks to the 17,000 tactile receptors 

and nerve endings present in the palm. 

The radial nerve allows the extension of the fingers activating the extensors and the muscles of the 

wrist, it also carries the sensations coming from the back of the hand and the back of the thumb 

towards the brain. 

The median nerve flows inside the carpal tunnel, it is responsible for the movement of the eminent 

muscles and for the perception of the palm, thumb, index finger, middle finger and the part of the ring 

finger closest to the middle finger. 

The ulnar nerve travels inside another tunnel (Guyon canal). It is responsible for the movement of the 

hypothenar eminence, the intermetacarpal muscles and the adductor of the thumb. It provides 

sensations to the little finger and the part of the ring finger close to the little finger (Figure 1.5) [a,b]. 
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Figure 1.5 – Main nerves of the hand and their sensitive areas[b] 

 

Blood vessels 

The hand is fed by blood through two main arteries that travel together with the nerves and veins: the 

radial artery is located on the front of the wrist (near the thumb), while the ulnar artery runs near the 

ulnar nerve, on the side of the little finger. These arteries supply the palm and fingers, while other 

arteries supply the back of the fingers by sliding through the back of the wrist. Arteries end in 

branches in the fingers (Figure 1.6) [a,b]. 

 

 

Figure 1.6 – Blood vessels in the hand and in the wrist[a] 
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1.1.2 FUNCTIONAL USE OF THE HAND 

The use of the hand and the upper limb in general is of fundamental importance in people's daily life. 

Being able to use the hand is necessary to perform countless activities and to be self-sufficient. The 

correct use of the limb requires strength, mobility, dexterity and precision. In everyday life the hand 

is used to grasp and move objects, interact with the environment through the sense of touch and to be 

able to communicate with other people thanks to gestures. Of particular importance is the 

manipulation of objects which is practiced many times during the day and requires a high motor 

capacity of control and coordination. The activities involving interaction with objects are manifold 

and require learning and applying different motor patterns (Figure 1.7). 

 

 

Figure 1.7 – Example of manipulation tasks[1] 
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1.1.3 HAND DISEASES 

The parts that make up the hand are small and delicate and are highly stressed during the use of the 

limb, in fact tendons, nerve fibres, blood vessels and bones are positioned right under the skin and 

are protected only by a thin layer of muscle and fat. Only the palm is protected by a strong tendon 

pad (aponeurosis), which allows for a powerful grip. Moreover, the hand often come into contact with 

potentially harmful objects. For these reasons, hand injuries and problems due to wear and tear are 

very common. Hand-related pathologies can be divided into traumatic pathologies (bone fractures, 

ligament, tendon and nerve injuries, dislocations), inflammatory syndromes (carpal tunnel, snap 

finger, De Quervain's disease, tendonitis of the flexor and extensor muscles, compression of the 

nerves median, ulnar and radial), degenerative pathologies (arthrosis, rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes) 

and cognitive disorders (stroke, temporary reversible paralysis), (Figure 1.8 – 1.11)[1,c]. 

 

 

Figure 1.8 – Fracture of the proximal phalanx [2] 
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Figure 1.9 – Normal joints and joints affected by rheumatoid arthritis[d] 

 

 

Figure 1.10 – Tenosynovitis of de Quervain[e] 

 

 

Figure 1.11 – Ischemic and haemorrhagic stroke[f] 
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For each of the four categories of hand diseases seen previously (traumatic pathologies, inflammatory 

conditions, degenerative pathologies and cognitive disorders) a pathology and the related more 

effective rehabilitation exercises will be analysed. Fractures for the category of traumatic pathologies, 

carpal tunnel as inflammatory condition, rheumatoid arthritis for degenerative pathologies and stroke 

for cognitive disorders will be taken into consideration. 

 

1.1.4 PHYSICAL HAND REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES 

On the basis of the pathology found, it is possible to act through physiotherapy to carry out a 

conservative action, that is to slow down the progression of the disease and to allow the use of the 

hand for as long as possible as in the case of degenerative diseases or to lead to progressive limb 

healing from the inflammatory process or to intervene in the post-surgical or post-traumatic setting[g]. 

The physiotherapy techniques used to address these diseases and for recoveries after surgery or 

trauma are of various nature and are used in succession based on the degree of progression of the 

pathology, in fact several types of joint movement are included in the rehabilitation process. These 

types include active, active-assisted, passive and resistive movements.  

The first physiotherapy exercises to which the patient is exposed are passive, i.e. the patient is 

subjected to the treatment without performing any hand movement. An external, high, steady load to 

the point of maximum tissue resistance is applied by the patient, the therapist or with the aid of a tool.  

Subsequently, assisted rehabilitation techniques can be used. The patient performs movements with 

the help of instruments or therapist. A low-load, passively applied force is used to enhance the 

patients’ own active contribution.  

Finally, active and resistive treatment are fundamental for functional recovery (muscle strengthening, 

restoration of fine finger movements, dexterity exercises). In this case the patient directly controls his 

own movement which can also be carried out with an opposing external force [3,c]. 
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Hand fracture 

The hand fracture can involve the phalanges or the metacarpus. In both cases, rehabilitation treatment 

is important for the recovery of finger movement following the fracture, in fact the recovery of digital 

motion may be the most important determinant of final functional outcome in all hand fractures[2]. 

Injuries to the bones of the hand often involve damage to multiple tissues, in fact all neighbouring 

tissues share the trauma and its consequences (in the hand the soft tissues are just a few millimeters 

from the skeletal structure). Soft tissues commonly involved in fractures include cartilage, joint 

capsules, ligaments, muscle bundles, tendons, and nerves. Soft tissue scarring affects hand function 

more than the fracture itself, and joint stiffness is the most common complication in healing after a 

fracture[4]. 

 

The most common complication after proximal phalangeal fractures is proximal interphalangeal joint 

extensor lag (Figure 1.12). Although initial injury severity is the most highly correlated determinant 

of hand fracture outcome, the adhesion between the bone and the surrounding soft tissues (sheath of 

the flexor or extensor tendon, joint capsule or ligaments) greatly increases the risk of joint stiffness [2]. 

 

 

Figure 1.12 – Extensor tendon adhesions (1) and flexor tendon adhesions (2)
 [2] 

 

The adhesion that is formed between the extension mechanism and the fracture can lead to a loss of 

sliding of the extensor tendon (Figure 1.13). So, sometimes, even simple fractures can be complicated 

by permanent stiffness caused by this process, especially if a flexor or extensor tendon injury or 

persistent deformity of the fracture is added to the bone fracture, in this case the treatment becomes 
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difficult and the achievement of a good result is compromised, in fact the loss of sliding of the 

extensor tendon over the proximal phalanx is almost always irrecoverable [2]. 

 

 

Figure 1.13 – Extension lag due to a phalangeal fracture[2] 

 

To avoid this pathology, a treatment based on sliding tendons and joint mobility with active range of 

motion exercises is necessary (Figure 1.14). Tendon gliding exercises are performed to glide the 

tendons differentially, re-establish joint motion, and prevent restrictive adhesions overlying the 

fracture, in fact tendon gliding promotes the motion of tendons through their sheaths and prevents 

soft tissue adherence.  Also active range-of-motion exercises generate tendon gliding, promote 

strength and endurance, and enhance lymphatic drainage[2, 3]. These tendon gliding exercises are done 

for the flexor digitorum profundus, flexor digitorum superficialis, extensor digitorum communis and 

central slip and they are necessary to ensure return to full function [4]. 
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Figure 1.14 – Example of tendon glide exercises[4] 

 

Metacarpal fractures (Figure 1.15) present a different type of problem: with this kind of fracture, the 

most important goal regarding soft tissue is to preserve the metacarpophalangeal joint flexion and 

maintain the sliding of the extensor digitorum communis tendon. In fact with the metacarpal fracture, 

the shortening of a finger or the inability to move at least one finger can occur: even if the fracture is 

in the metacarpus, usually the limitation of movement is in the fingers, so specific exercises must be 

done for the finger movement. The rehabilitation of metacarpal fractures is therefore necessary for 
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the reduction of stiffness, the recovery of full mobility and strength (in particular of intrinsic muscles 

of the hand) [4,h]. 

 

 

Figure 1.15 – Fracture of the fifth metacarpal bone[i] 

 

Carpal tunnel 

The carpal tunnel is a narrow channel on the palm side of the wrist that protects the median nerve 

(connected to the thumb, index finger and middle finger of the hand) and tendons that bend the 

fingers. When the median nerve is pinched or compressed as it travels through the carpal tunnel it can 

cause pain and weakness in the wrist and in the hand and numbness or tingling in some of the fingers, 

affecting the use of the entire arm. This pressure on the nerve is caused by crowding or irritation of 

the median nerve in the carpal tunnel and can lead to the carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS, Figure 1.16). 

Extreme positions of the wrist, as well as excessive use of the fingers, particularly with a lot of force 

or vibration can contribute to the CTS[j,k,l].  
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Figure 1.16 – Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS)[k] 

 

If the disease is at an early stage, physiotherapy is enough to reduce the symptoms of pain and 

numbness and restore normal use of the hand, wrist and arm without the need for surgery. Exercises 

are made to learn how to assume a correct position during the activities carried out during the day, 

increase the strength of the muscles of the hand, fingers and forearm, stretching exercises to improve 

the flexibility of the wrist, hand and fingers.  

If, however, the disease is at an advanced stage, it is necessary to resort to surgery to free the band of 

tissue that causes pressure on the median nerve. After the surgery it is important to perform 

physiotherapy exercises to improve the strength and functionality of the wrist and hand muscles, 

stretching exercises to improve the mobility and functionality of the wrist and fingers, scar 

management to keep the skin elastic and flexible. In fact, while the body heals from surgery, there is 

a risk that scar tissue can build up around the tendons and nerve, making it difficult to bend the 

fingers. For this reason, it is very important to perform exercises to prevent this from happening[k,l]. 
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Performing the tendon and nerve sliding exercises have the following benefits: 

• Stretching the adhesions in the carpal canal 

• Broadening the longitudinal area of contact between the median nerve and the transverse 

carpal ligament 

• Reducing tenosynovial edema 

• Improving venous return from the nerve bundles 

• Reducing pressure inside the carpal tunnel 

 

The sliding exercises of the tendon and nerve are designed to maximize the excursion of the digital 

flexor and the median nerve through the carpal tunnel. In the tendon sliding exercises, the fingers are 

placed in five different positions (Figure 1.17)[5]. 

 

 

Figure 1.17 – Tendon gliding exercises. Positions of fingers: straight (Series A-B, Ex. 1); hook (Series A, Ex. 2); fist 

(Series A, Ex. 3); tabletop (Series B, Ex. 2); straight fist (Series B, Ex. 3)[j] 
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For the gliding of the median nerve, however, the exercises include 6 different positions of the hand 

and wrist (Figure 1.18)[5]. 

 

 

Figure 1.18 – Positions for mobilizing the median nerve: loose fist (1); straight hand (2); wrist back (3); palm up (4), 

elbow straight (5); stretch of thumb[j] 

 

Rheumatoid arthritis 

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA, Figure 1.19 – 1.21) is a chronic, progressive and painful inflammatory 

disease that affects the joints of the hand and leads to impaired hand functions. Like many joints in 

the body, the joints of the hand are synovial joints. These joints are flexible and surrounded by a thin, 

flexible membrane called the synovium. The synovium produces synovial fluid, a thin, clear, viscous 

substance that normally nourishes and lubricates the joint, allowing movement. In people who have 

rheumatoid arthritis, however, the immune system does not function properly and attacks the healthy 

tissues of the fingers and wrists, inflaming the synovial sheaths of the tendons and, therefore, the 

joints of the hand and wrist (wrist joint, metacarpal joints, metacarpophalangeal joint, interphalangeal 

joints).[6,m]  
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Figure 1.19 – Normal joint and joint affected by Rheumatoid Arthritis: particular of Synovium[n] 

 

The inflammation is often painful and can lead to tendon damage. Rheumatoid arthritis leads to 

progressive joint damage, disability, deterioration in the quality of life and reduced life expectancy. 

Even a soft inflammation can cause irreversible damage and permanent disability[6,m]. 

 

 

Figure 1.20 – Normal joint and joint affected by Rheumatoid Arthritis[n] 
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Pain, stiffness, and joint swelling reduce range of motion (ROM), muscle strength, and hand function. 

Furthermore, the loss of muscle mass caused by inflammatory changes further contributes to muscle 

wasting. The hand is, therefore, one of the main elements of the rehabilitation of patients with 

rheumatoid arthritis (RA) due to the deformities that occur. In fact, although medications improve 

hand symptoms, a close disease monitoring can limit deformities in the future [7,m]. 

 

 

Figure 1.21 – Last stage of Rheumatoid Arthritis: the hand is deformed[m] 

 

Currently, there is no curative therapy for RA; therefore, patients are subjected to various forms of 

treatment throughout their lives. There is evidence to suggest that exercise improves endurance and 

overall muscle strength without detrimental effects on disease activity or pain in rheumatoid arthritis. 

The goals of physiotherapy and rehabilitation applications in rheumatoid arthritis patients are to 

prevent disability, increase functional capacity, provide pain relief and provide patient education in 

order to prevent joint damage[6,8]. 

 

Hand exercise programs are a standard component of RA management to improve range of motion, 

muscle strength, sensorimotor control and hand function (Figure 1.22)[7]. The exercises that have been 

shown to be the most useful are grip strengthening exercises which strengthen muscles and increase 

joint mobility. The use of these exercises has shown improvements in hand function, pain and grip 

strength, with long-term improvements in hand and upper limb function and grip strength [7, m]. 
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Figure 1.22 – Seven mobility exercises and four strength exercises, useful against RA[8] 

 

1.1.5 COGNITIVE HAND REHABILITATION TECHNIQUES 

In addition to the various physiotherapeutic techniques and passive, assisted, active and resistive 

exercises, neurological therapies are often performed during the rehabilitation period (reconstruction 

of the laterality, motor image, Mirror Therapy)[c].  

In the specific case of hand rehabilitation, this type of therapy is of fundamental importance.  In fact, 

the hand is a highly specialized instrument and, consequently, in the brain it has a very large area 

dedicated to its sensory and motor functions. A hand that is totally incapacitated by arthritis, pain, 
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stroke, or nerve injury, for instance, can dramatically reduce the overall function of the entire upper 

limb. The function of the entire upper limb depends strongly on the function of the hand. It is for this 

reason that cognitive rehabilitation is so important in this type of diseases (Figure 1.23)[o]. 

 

 

Figure 1.23 – Motor homunculus of the brain showing the somatotopic representation of body parts. The large size of 

the hand indicates the large proportion of the brain dedicated to controlling the hand[o] 

 

Mirror Therapy 

Mirror therapy was invented by Vilayanur S. Ramachandran to relieve phantom limb pain, in which 

patients feel they still have pain in their limbs even after having them amputated. In these cases, 

whenever the patient attempts to move the paralyzed limb, he receives sensory feedback (through 

vision and proprioception) that the limb is not moving. This feedback is stored in the brain so that 

even when the limb is no longer present, the brain has learned that the limb (and the subsequent 

phantom) is paralyzed. This process is called "learned paralysis" of the phantom painful limb.  

 

To retrain the brain and thus eliminate the learned paralysis, the mirror box was designed. The 

principle of mirror therapy (TM) is the use of a mirror to create a reflective illusion of the affected 

limb in order to induce the brain to think that the movement occurred without pain. It involves placing 
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the affected limb behind a mirror, which is located so that the reflection of the opposite limb appears 

in place of the hidden limb (Figure 1.24)[p]. 

 

 

Figure 1.24 – Mirror Therapy[9] 

 

This approach exploits the brain's preference to give priority to visual feedback over somatosensory/ 

proprioceptive feedback of the position of the limbs using the effect of mirror neurons. These neurons 

represent 20% of all neurons in the human brain and are located in the central region of the premotor 

cortex and in the inferior parietal lobe. These two areas are connected together and form a network 

that is part of the front-parietal circuit, which organizes the actions. Mirror neurons are responsible 

for the reconstruction of the laterality, i.e. the ability to distinguish between the left side and the right 

side (Figure 1.25). When using the mirror box, these mirror neurons are activated and assist in the 

recovery of the affected parts by using movement observation to stimulate the motor processes 

involved in that particular movement[10,p]. 
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Figure 1.25 – Laterality reconstruction[p] 

 

In the phenomenon of synaesthesia of the phantom limb, the visual feedback from the visualization 

of the reflex of the intact limb instead of the phantom limb, allows the patient to perceive the 

movement of the phantom limb. The patient places the healthy limb on one side and the stump on the 

other, then the patient looks in the mirror on the side of the healthy limb and performs movements. 

Since the subject sees the reflected image of the healthy limb moving, it also seems that the phantom 

limb is moving. With the use of this technique, although the paretic limb does not move behind the 

mirror, the visual feedback coming from the mirror affects the perception of the limb and 

consequently on the nerve injury and on the motor areas associated with the diseased limb [10,p]. 

 

Mirror therapy for post stroke rehabilitation 

Mirror therapy, initially created to control phantom limb pain, has also been successfully used in 

stroke patients, complex regional pain syndrome of type 1 (CRPS1) and sensory re-education of 

severe hyperesthesia after hand injury[11,p]. 

 

In patients who have suffered a stroke, the paretic upper limb is a common condition that greatly 

limits the life of patients. Numerous studies have been carried out to try to restore the lost 
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functionality, evaluating the effect of various rehabilitations, methods to improve the motor control 

of the upper limbs and functioning, for example paretic arm training, impaired arm training, 

functional electrical stimulation, robot-assisted rehabilitation and bilateral arm training. However, 

most paretic upper limb treatment protocols are laborious and require manual 1 to 1 interaction with 

therapists for several weeks, which involves providing intensive treatment for all difficult patients. It 

has been suggested that mirror therapy is a simple, inexpensive and, above all, patient-oriented 

treatment that can improve upper limb function (grip strength, range of ROM movement, speed, hand 

dexterity and precision of arm movement) [11]. 

 

Clinical studies that combined mirror therapy with conventional rehabilitation have achieved the most 

positive results[p]. In these studies, the involved hand was placed behind the mirror and the uninvolved 

hand was placed in front of the mirror (Figure 1.26). The practice consisted of performing various 

exercises, such as flexion of the wrist and fingers of the nonparetic side and extension movements, 

while the patients looked at themselves in the mirror, observing the image of their unaffected hand, 

while the involved hand was hidden from view. During the session, patients were asked to try to do 

the same movements with the paretic hand as they moved the non-paretic hand. The same exercises 

were performed by a control group, but in this case the reflective part of the mirror was covered 

(simulated therapy) [11,12]. 

 

 

Figure 1.26 – Mirror Therapy (left) and simulated therapy (right)[11] 
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These studies show that the results of mirror therapy in addition to a conventional rehabilitation 

program are more advantageous in terms of upper limb motor recovery than conventional 

rehabilitation treatment plus simulated therapy (Figure 1.27)[11,12]. 

Studies have also been done without the use of simulated therapy but by evaluating the comparison 

of mirror therapy only with conventional therapy. In one of these studies, subjects had to perform 

various movements of the less affected elbow, forearm, wrist, and fingers using various tasks 

(Activities and target movements are listed in Table 1.1)[13].  

 

 

Table 1.1 – Goal-directed activities for task-based mirror therapy[13] 

 

 

Figure 1.27 – Example of drinking water activity[13] 
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The limb functionality of the subjects was assessed using two types of tests for the evaluation of 

motor recovery: Fugl-Meyer assessment wrist-hand and upper extremity. FMA-UA items mainly 

comprise reflex activity, volitional movements within-, mixing-, and no synergies. FMA-WH consists 

of wrist ability, hand functions, and coordination. In tests following the rehabilitation treatment, the 

experimental group showed a highly significant improvement compared to the control group (Graph 

1.1) [13]. 

 

 

Graph 1.1 – Changes in FMA-WH (A) and FMA-UE (B) scores between experimental group (dotted bar) and control 

group (grey bar)
 [13] 

 

1.2 ROBOT-ASSISTED HAND REHABILITATION 

Robot-assisted rehabilitation employs the help of robotic tools and has the advantage of allowing the 

repetition of a certain movement for an unlimited number of times without the continuous assistance 

of the therapist, saving a significant amount of human work which can lead to high costs. Thanks to 

these devices, it is possible to perform simple tasks, such as passive mobilization, but also complex 

ones, such as continuous assistance throughout the range of motion. Furthermore, rehabilitation with 

the aid of robots can provide very accurate quantitative measures of performance. It has been noted 

that robotics can improve accessibility to rehabilitation: the patient prefers to use the healthy limb in 

daily activities, facilitating the recovery of the compromised limb. Finally, the ability to perform 

rehabilitation at home using robotic devices can better involve the patient in the recovery 

process[10,14]. 
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There are various methods of classification of robotic rehabilitation devices. A first very general 

classification that can be made is the division into end-effectors and exoskeletons (Figure 1.28). The 

first interact with the patient through a distal attachment point on the hand, i.e. the instrument is not 

attached to the patient's entire arm. This type of aid can therefore be used easily on all patients. 

However, due to its simple mechanism and its versatility, it is difficult to precisely control each joint 

of the upper limb, in fact the more proximal joints are not controlled directly by the robot[10,14]. The 

exoskeleton (external skeleton), on the other hand, is a wearable robot that is directly attached to the 

human hand in order to provide assistance in movement/generation of energy. the exoskeleton can 

completely control the position of the upper limb and determine how much force and displacement 

must be applied to each joint separately[10,14,15].  

In this paragraph exoskeletons will be taken in consideration, presenting some examples of hand 

rehabilitation robots. 

 

 

Figure 1.28 – Structure of end-effector (left) and exoskeleton (right)[16] 

 

From a kinematic point of view, the human hand has 20 degrees of freedom (DOF): for each finger 

there are 3 DOFs associated with the flexion / extension of the three phalanges and 1 DOF which 

allows abduction / adduction of the first phalanx with respect to the metacarpus. An exoskeleton can 

therefore fully control a human hand only if it has 20 active DOFs (4 DOF per finger). In this way, 

however, the system becomes extremely complex, so many solutions are developed by controlling a 

lower number of DOFs. The choice of this feature depends on the trajectories that the hand or finger 

must follow, the forces applied or measured on the fingers, the degree of versatility required and the 

control strategies chosen. Furthermore, the movements generated by the exoskeleton must be 
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consistent with the physiological ones, respecting the natural range of motion of the joint and the 

loads transmitted. Therefore, in addition to the controlled degrees of freedom, the number of 

connections (mechanisms: MC) between the exoskeleton and the fingers must also be established 

(Figure 1.29)[15]. 

 

 

Figure 1.2928 – Mechanism architectures with one or three controlled DOFs and one or three MCs. The star symbols 

indicate actuated joints[15] 
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1.2.1 PASSIVE REHABILITATION 

A robot provides passive movement when there is no voluntary muscle contraction by the individual. 

In this case, the robotic device plays a dominant role and guides the movement while grasping, 

reaching or holding objects[14].  

 

HandSOME 

Patients who have had a stroke often have flexor hypertonia (increased resistance in the extension of 

the fingers) and weakness of the finger extensors. This makes it difficult for them to open their hand 

to make a grip. The Hand Spring Operated Movement Enhancer (HandSOME; Figure 1.30) is a 

lightweight, passive and wearable hand rehabilitation device that can help patients in daily life by 

increasing the mobility and function of the hand[17]. 

 

 

Figure 29 – Hand Spring Operated Movement Enhancer (HandSOME) [17] 
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HandSOME provides a large ROM and allows grasp of objects of various sizes using the pinch-pad 

grasp (brings together the pads of the thumb and fingers). Due to the high ROM provided, the device 

is equipped with adjustable hard stops to control the ROM. This prevents the device from doing 

damage to individuals who cannot tolerate full ROM. The HandSOME design is based on the fact 

that the torque required to extend the hypertonic finger joints is linearly related to the extension angle 

of the metacarpophalangeal joint (MCP), so the design has been studied to provide a greater assistance 

to the extension by increasing the angle of extension of the fingers. HandSOME has been designed 

to follow the normal kinematic trajectory of the hand when gripping with the pinch-pad, provide the 

assist torque profile that best compensates for flexor hypertonia in the fingers, and measure the grip 

angle using a small encoder. 

 

A 4-bar link (Figure 1.31) is designed to mimic the gripping motion and maintain the relationship 

between the fingers and thumb by forcing the thumb and fingers to coordinate motion in the grip. The 

design that performed well in each of the following categories was chosen: avoid singularities, 

minimizing connection forces, minimizing link lengths, and not impeding grasp or view of the palm 

of the hand. The resulting 4-bar connection allows an effective ROM of 90° on the index joint and 

52° on that of the thumb[17]. 

 

 

Figure 1.301 – The 4-bar linkage of HandSOME[17] 
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HandSOME activation is passive, using elastic cords as springs to aid with thumb and finger 

extension and provide assistance profiles that emulate the torque versus extension angle profiles for 

passive motion. Changes in spring position and stiffness used allow the therapist to vary the profile 

and extent of assistance. The ground point of the spring is located at the end of a lever arm which can 

be rotated to change the assist profile. When the lever arm is in its normal position, the spring path 

passes through the centre of rotation of the MCP finger when the hand is in full finger flexion (0 ° of 

finger extension). By rotating the lever arm away from this normal position, the therapist is able to 

change the shape of the assistance profile and increase the amount of care applied in the fully closed 

position. This allows people with no extension capabilities to use the device by simply relaxing their 

hand, causing the device to open their hand for them. 

 

HandSOME is equipped with padding and support straps for comfort and to maintain the ideal 

positioning of the device on the back of the hand throughout the movement. There are two straps: one 

is aligned with the distal phalanx of the little finger and another is at the level of the common proximal 

interphalangeal (PIP) of the index finger, while a Velcro strap is placed on the interphalangeal (IP) 

joint of the thumb. Thanks to this structure it is possible to make various adjustments to fit different 

sized hands: the attachment points of the thumb and index finger can be extended to match the length 

of the finger and the attachment component of the thumb can be rotated to fit the orientation of the 

subject's thumb[17]. 

 

Exoskeleton with circuitous joints 

This exoskeleton is designed specifically for the requirements of rehabilitation applications for stroke 

patients. It is similar to a wearable glove and it include three main parts: the adaptive dorsal finger 

exoskeleton, the adaptive dorsal metacarpal base and the Bowden cable driven actuator. The adaptive 

dorsal finger exoskeleton consists of five independent fingers, each of which has three joints and four 

rotational degrees of freedom (DOF): a two DOF metacarpophalangeal joint (MCP-1, MCP-2), a one-

DOF proximal interphalangeal joint (PIP) and a one-DOF distal interphalangeal joint (DIP) (Figure 

1.32)[18]. 
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Figure 31 – Structure of the exoskeleton[18] 

 

In order to fit fingers of different thicknesses, the exoskeleton adopts a novel circuitous joint which 

can stretch and rotate at the same time, and the adjustable serial connection of three discrete joints 

makes the exoskeleton adjust to fingers of different lengths (Figure 1.33). The circuitous joint 

employs the symmetrical pinion and rack mechanism (SPRM) with the parallel mechanism. The 

SPRM is designed to adapt to different fingers and the parallel sliding mechanism is adopted to avoid 

secondary injuries. So, this exoskeleton can cover a wide workspace of a finger and adapt to a variety 

of fingers with different thicknesses[18]. 

 

 

Figure 1.33 – Symmetrical pinion and rack mechanism (SPRM) with parallel mechanism[18] 
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Adaptability to hands of different sizes is an important criterion for evaluating the design of the 

exoskeleton for hand rehabilitation, therefore tests were done to verify the adaptability of the PIP and 

DIP joints of the exoskeleton to the middle and ring fingers. The results show that it is possible to 

wear the same exoskeleton firmly on both the middle and ring fingers, whose lengths and thicknesses 

are different and, in both conditions, the finger can move flexibly and the joints will not be stretched 

or squeezed (Figure 1.34)[18]. 

 

 

Figure 1.34 – Experiment of joints PIP and DIP of the middle finger (A) and of the ring finger (B) [18] 

 

An experiment was also carried out to verify the feasibility of human interaction with the 

rehabilitative exoskeleton using force sensors. This test shows that the exchanged forces are 

reasonable, so the exoskeleton can be used for the rehabilitation of the hand of stroke patients thanks 

to a continuous passive motion (CPM) that can simulate the gabbing and fisting mechanism through 

the speed control of the motors[18]. 
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1.2.2 ACTIVE REHABILITATION 

In the active and assisted mode, the robot assists the user in the correct execution of the movement. 

The patient applies forces in a predetermined path and the robot supports the user only as much as 

necessary to perform the task along the workspace[14]. 

 

iHandRehab 

iHandRehab (Figure 1.35) is an interactive exoskeleton for hand rehabilitation (thumb and index 

finger) with features designed to meet the following needs: 1) It can work in both passive and active 

mode, i.e. it can provide a bi-directional movement for passive motion and apply virtual feedback 

force to the finger as an interactive haptic device for active mode. 2) It can conduct rehabilitation 

exercises simultaneously for both thumb and index finger. 3) Each finger has 4 DOF so that all finger 

joints can be trained independently. 4) The joint ROM and phalanx length are adjustable to fit 

different hand sizes. 

The hand rehabilitation system is comprised of the hand exoskeleton integrated with angle and force 

sensors, the control system (including the controller and driver), and the virtual environment [19].  

 

 

Figure 1.35 – Structure of the rehabilitation system iHandRehab[19] 
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The exoskeleton is worn on the dorsal side of the hand, which drives the human hand in passive 

motion, or follows the active motion of the hand.  

The control system samples the sensor data, sends the control commands to the motors, and 

communicates with the host computer with the TCP/IP protocol. The driver is set to run under the 

torque mode in human active motion. It can be digitally changed to the velocity mode in human 

passive motion.  

The host computer runs the virtual rehabilitation environment (VRE) and the graphic user interface 

(GUI). The GUI allows a therapist to choose the rehabilitation motion mode and to set the 

rehabilitation training parameters, such as ROM, training time, and speed. The VRE simulates the 

rehabilitation exercises of the hand and provides the force feedback to the hand in active motion. 

 

The fingers of the exoskeleton consist of four modules: DIP, PIP, MCP1 and MCP2, which 

respectively perform the flexion/extension of the DIP, PIP and MCP1 joints and the abduction/ 

adduction of the MCP2 joint. So, the exoskeleton can achieve 4 DOF for the thumb and 4 for the 

index. The thumb and index finger modules are fixed on a palmar base at the locations determined 

by that of the human hand. The palmar base, the thumb and index finger exoskeletons were mounted 

with Velcro on the dorsal side of the hand to prevent interference with the hand workspace (Figure 

1.36)[19]. 

 

 

Figure 1.36 – Virtual prototype of the exoskeleton[19] 
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The three flexion/extension modules are made by parallelogram mechanisms and driven by 8 motors 

with cable/sheath transmission mechanism. The parallelogram mechanism simplifies the relationship 

between the joint angles of the exoskeleton and the human finger and thus, makes the high level 

motion control more convenient (Figure 1.37)[19]. 

 

 

Figure 1.37 – Joint modules (left) and parallelogram mechanism for each finger joint (right)
 [19] 

 

ExoK’ab 

ExoK’ab (Figure 1.38) is a hand exoskeleton designed for the rehabilitation of patients with 

neuromusculoskeletal motor disabilities. It is a compact and lightweight solution that allows 

independent flexion / extension movements on each phalanx of the fingers, as well as an abduction / 

adduction movement[20]. 

 

 

Figure 1.38 – ExoK’ab exoskeleton[20] 
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As shown in Figure 1.39, ExoK’ab consists of 6 DOFs in each finger. The first movement (1) is a 

prismatic shift; DOF (2) is an abduction-adduction movement; DOFs (3) and (4) correspond to a 

rotational movement for flexion of the proximal and distal phalanx; the movement (5) corresponds to 

the telescopic movement of the proximal and medial phalanges. (6) and (7) correspond to linear 

movements of the proximal and distal phalanges. The elements of the mechanical system are also 

represented: the worm screws in (8) and (9), driven by two direct current motors located in (10) and 

(11). The rotation of each phalanx is measured by sensors placed on the axis of the gears (3) and (4), 

while force sensors are positioned in (5') and (6') [20]. 

 

 

Figure 1.39 – Mechanical design of the phalanges' transmission[20] 

 

These sensors permit a position and force control, allowing a passive or active rehabilitation routine. 

To correctly apply pressure on the force sensor, a Velcro ring was used, which integrates a cylindrical 

die placed in the upper part of the force sensor. When the user applies the flexion motion in the hand, 

the metal pad transmits pressure to the force sensor via the Velcro ring and allows measuring the 

amount of force the user applies in each phalanx when active rehabilitation is required. As for the 

position sensors, for each finger there are two potentiometers with rotary movement and a 

potentiometer with slider movement (Figure 1.40)[20]. 
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Figure 1.4032 – Position sensors: potentiometers[20] 

 

ExoK'ab has the ability to adapt to the different sizes of the fingers and palm. The complete phalanx 

system is fixed on a lightweight base mould that includes an adjustable wrist. This mould also 

supports the transmission mechanism of each phalanx, which has the ability to adapt to different 

knuckle distances for different users, furthermore the independent movement of each phalanx helps 

the patient to adapt the exoskeleton to their hand deformity (Figure 1.41)[20]. 

 

 

Figure 1.41 – Adjustable bracelet mechanism[20] 

 

Active rehabilitation is important for improving patients' grip strength. ExoK’ab can help patients 

during rehabilitation by working as a resistance during movement. The goal is to apply force-position 
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control in each phalanx, so the user must exert a certain amount of force in each phalanx of the 

exoskeleton to achieve the strength goals indicated by the physiotherapist. During their rehabilitation 

routines, users will feel that each phalanx has elastic behaviour, indicating a direct relationship 

between strength and position in the phalanges. The controlled force of the exoskeleton allows for 

greater control over the forces exerted during therapy routines, which leads to fewer involuntary 

injuries due to excessive force during the execution of rehabilitation exercises[20]. 

 

1.2.3 COGNITIVE REHABILITATION 

One of the most common problems in long-term rehabilitation therapies, such as stroke and 

rheumatoid arthritis, is finding a solution to encourage patients to be consistent in home-therapy by 

exercising every day for a long time. In fact, once the exercises are stopped, all progresses in 

rehabilitation can be lost[7].  

This goal can be achieved by performing a therapy based on virtual exercises and games or by using 

Virtual Reality software, i.e. the simulation of a real environment generated by a software. This 

interface allows patients to perceive the environment as real and in 3D, thus increasing their 

involvement. In fact, the use of virtual reality allows patients to perform repeated movements aimed 

at a goal to facilitate the use of the paretic limb in a fun and motivating way. Another important goal 

of cognitive therapy is to improve brain capacities damaged by certain pathologies, such as stroke. 

Virtual Reality can be used for repetitive and task-oriented exercises and therefore leads the user to 

enhance the cerebral plasticity process of the sensor-motor cortex thanks to the multisensory feedback 

provided by this method[10].  

Other methods used for cognitive therapy are the use of active rehabilitation based on 

electromyography or control by electroencephalogram and bimanual training (one example is mirror 

therapy). These methods involve the patient enormously in rehabilitation and can lead to brain as well 

as physical improvements. In fact, the brain can recover the functions controlled by the damaged 

areas by stimulating the mirror neuron system. 

In this section, two exoskeletons will be presented that are based on cognitive therapy: SOPHIA 

combines EEG control with virtual exercises, while BRAVO is controlled by EMG and uses bimanual 

training. 
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SOPHIA 

SOPHIA (Soft Orthotic Physiotherapy Hand Interactive Aid; Figure 1.42) is a soft robotic 

exoskeleton that uses a BMI for control and shows the potential to assist in both passive and assistive 

stroke rehabilitation. Unlike other rehabilitation devices, SOPHIA is the first modular prototype of a 

rehabilitation system capable of performing three tasks: assisting extension-based assisted 

rehabilitation, exercise monitoring for the patient and guiding passive rehabilitation [21]. 

 

 

Figure 1.42 – Soft Orthotic Physiotherapy Hand Interactive Aid (SOPHIA)[21] 

 

BMI systems use physiological signals (EEGs) from the brain to activate or deactivate external 

devices or computers and have been proposed for motor neurorehabilitation, motor replacement, 

assistive technologies and wheelchair control. An electroencephalogram can record sensorimotor 

rhythm activities and show clear functional specificity during planned, real or imagined movements. 

 

The implementation of SOPHIA is based on soft robotics where, using compliant soft material (Figure 

1.43), a more natural and safer motion can be performed compared to classic rigid exoskeletons. The 

main goals for the design were that the system should leave most of the palm and fingers exposed as 

much as possible, to allow direct interaction with objects and that the exoskeleton should be 

unobtrusive and lightweight. Multiple pneunet actuators were used in combination with fiber-

reinforced actuators to allow for easy of section replacement in the event of a part failure [21]. 
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Figure 1.43 – Pneunet actuator on the left and fiber-reinforced actuator on the right[22,23] 

 

The control system for the exoskeleton required the integration of pressure sensors, flex sensors, 

diaphragm pumps and solenoid valves. The glove allows therapist to measure finger and hand 

movement thanks to a flex sensor mounted on each finger and thumb and connected to a flexible 

printed circuit board (PCB), which is mounted directly on the back of the glove. The PCB also 

contains an IMU (Inertial measurement unit) positioned centrally with respect to the hand. 

 

Regarding the recording of EEG signals, two devices were tested: the neuroheadset Emotiv Epoc +, 

which includes 14 electrodes distributed in the four configuration of the lobules and actiCAP (V-

Ampe Easy Cap), (Figure 1.44). The ActiCap system is more suitable for professional use: it is wired, 

bulky and requires a conductive gel to decrease the impedance, while Epoc + has the advantage of 

being wireless and easier to place, thus reducing setup time. In the Epoc + device the sponges that are 

attached to the sensors are moistened with a saline solution. Then the device is placed on the subject's 

head. The Epoc + software provides a visual display of the contact quality of each electrode and is 

represented in different colours: absent (black), poor (red), unstable (yellow) and good (green). As 

for ActiCAP, the device is positioned on the subject's head. Calibration of the sensors is performed 

by inserting conductive gel into each electrode with a syringe until a low-impedance signal is 

received. Green LEDs correspond to a proper sensor contact and red LEDs to insufficient contact 

between the sensor and the scalp[21]. 
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Figure 1.44 – The two brain–machine interface headsets: the Emotiv Epoc+ on the left and the actiCAP on the right[21] 

 

The BMI system has been tested with both actiCAP and Epoc +. The experiment was based on a 

motor imagery task: the subjects, in training, were only instructed to imagine opening their right hand 

whenever they saw an arrow pointing to the right side of the screen or thinking "nothing" when the 

arrow pointed to the left. After the training phase, the subjects were able to send commands to the 

SOPHIA device to actively open their right hand. To do this, the OpenViBE software was used to 

map the data from their raw format to a set of numerical clusters that correspond to the different 

movements analysed in order to classify them and thus allow to transform the imagined movements 

into an effective movement of the glove (Figure 1.45)[21]. 

 

 

Figure 1.45 – Example of a rehabilitation session[21] 
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BRAVO 

Bravo (Figure 1.46) is a robotic-assisted bilateral training system for rehabilitation of hand grasping 

that use the on-line measurement of muscle contraction by EMG. 

 

Bimanual training is a rehabilitation strategy based on natural inter-limb coordination that requires to 

use the two hands together, so that they cooperate to perform the desired function. Training patients 

with two-handed tasks improves the efficiency of grasping movements on the impaired side with 

changes accompanied by a reorganization of brain mappings on the affected hemisphere. In fact, the 

simultaneous movement of both limbs helps the neuro-muscular system to regain some stability and 

improve usage of the impaired limb, also in grasping tasks. There are various techniques for bimanual 

therapy: the simplest one is the mirror therapy, where the visual illusion of the impaired limb is 

provided by reflection of the unimpaired limb. Other approaches rely on the repetition of simple 

patterns of movement, such as forward/backward and left/right hand movement based on passive 

guidance from non-affected side or repetitive bilateral arm training with rhythmic cueing [24]. 

 

 

Figure 1.46 – The proposed bilateral EMG-based training[24] 

 

The proposed system is devised to estimate the grasping force exerted by the non paretic hand through 

EMG signals and transfer the same force in real-time to the paretic hand through an EMG-driven 

hand exoskeleton. So, EMG captured on the impaired hand can act both as a mean to guide the 

impaired limb by robotic assistance during manipulation tasks, where the control of grasping force is 
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essential, and as an intrinsic measure of the interaction force with the environment during 

manipulation. 

 

The device has two independent degrees of freedom (DOF), one for fingers and one for thumb, for 

assisting grasping of cylindrical objects. The hand exoskeleton is composed of five planar 

mechanisms, one per finger, located on the hand backside (not to interfere with object grasping) and 

driven by two motors. Each mechanism has 1 degree of freedom (DOF) for controlling the 

flexion/extension angles of the finger phalanges, whose motion is therefore kinematically coupled. 

The thumb mechanism actuates the flexion/extension movements of the two distal phalanges only. 

The position and the plane of motion of the thumb is adjustable through a passive 6 DOF serial 

mechanism and a spatial four-bar linkage (two revolute and two spherical joints) connecting the 

thumb links and the actuator shaft (Figure 1.47)[24]. 

 

 

Figure 1.47 – The BRAVO hand exoskeleton[24] 

 

In the developed system, the grasping pressure estimation of the free hand was performed by means 

of a multi-channel surface EMG system and a neural-network processing algorithm. In order to 

conduct tuning and performance evaluation of the system, two pressure sensorized objects were 

introduced for measuring the interaction forces between hands and grasped objects. The force 
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measurement had to satisfy the constraints of being independent of number of fingers, finger location 

and grasping pose. To fulfil the above requirements the cap of a 500 ml plastic bottle was equipped 

with a pressure sensor (Figure 1.48)[24].  

 

 

Figure 1.48 – The sensorized graspable object (left) and detail of the pressure sensor (right) [24] 

  

One pressure sensorized object was used for measuring the grasping pressure of the free hand; data 

was then used as a reference for training a multi-layer Neural Network (NN), in charge of estimating 

the grasping pressure from the EMG signals measured at the same hand. The second identical 

sensorized object was used to validate performance of the EMG-driven hand exoskeleton, worn at 

the opposite hand: since the system is intended to symmetrically replicate the grasping force from the 

free to the assisted hand, the grasping pressure measured at the two hands was expected to match, in 

case of a completely passive assisted hand (Figure 1.49)[24]. 

 

 

Figure 1.49 – Estimation of grapping pressure in hand 1 to control and check the pressure in hand 2[24] 
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Forces exerted in hand grasping are correlated with the activity of the recruited muscles, so that EMG 

measurements can be used to guide the level of assistance during human-robot interaction. With the 

aim of estimating the hand grasping force, three pairs of electrodes were placed on three main forearm 

muscles: the extensor digitorum longus (EDL), the flexor digitorum longus (FDL) and the abductor 

pollicis brevis (APB). 

 

Each subject wore the EMG electrodes on the left forearm and was asked to grasp a pressure 

sensorized object. Visual feedback of the grasping pressure was provided by means of a bar displayed 

on an LCD screen. Then, the subject was asked to match the level of exerted pressure with a varying 

reference, indicated by a red line displayed on the screen. EMG signals (input of the NN) and the 

measured grasping pressure (output reference of the NN) were recorded (Figure 1.50)[24]. 

 

 

Figure 1.50 – Experimental set-up[24] 
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2.  EQUIPMENT DESIGN 

This chapter presents the purpose of this study, the choice of the equipment used and the design 

phases of new equipment: electro-mechanical design, data acquisition and processing, software 

development. 

 

2.1 GOAL 

The goal of this thesis project is to develop an instrumented glove that interfaces with the Gloreha 

Lite system, in order to control it. On this glove, a flexion or deformation sensor is installed for each 

finger, allowing the patient to monitor the movement of the latter and, so, to send a command signal 

to the Gloreha exoskeleton (Figure 2.1). Such a system allows patients with a paretic upper limb (for 

example people affected by stroke) to perform mirror therapy, carrying out muscle therapy on the 

diseased hand with the Gloreha and controlling its movements using the instrumented glove on the 

healthy limb. Of great importance is the fact that the sensorized glove is designed by choosing 

commercial and inexpensive materials, so the equipment is easily reproducible and low cost. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 – Complete system: Gloreha and sensorized glove 
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The choice of interfacing the instrumented glove with the Gloreha Lite system was made because this 

exoskeleton is a commercial product available on the market, therefore already tested and long 

established used, and it has a relatively low cost, which is very important because it allows patients 

to continue the rehabilitation program at home. Having the right tools to carry out home therapy, is 

an increasingly discussed topic in the field of physiotherapy. In fact, many chronic and degenerative 

diseases require patients to perform psychomotor rehabilitation exercises every day, even several 

times a day, throughout their life. All this has a very high cost in terms of physiotherapy equipment 

and healthcare staff, furthermore the treatment of these chronic patients takes up the tools used for 

several hours a day, thus forcing hospitals to purchase more rehabilitation equipment to meet the 

needs of others patients. 

 

From the point of view of the lack of health personnel and related costs, help is provided by robotics. 

In fact, the rehabilitation treatment with the aid of robots can also be carried out without the 

continuous presence of the rehabilitator, who can, therefore, take care of several patients at the same 

time, which leads to a reduction in personnel costs. The robot is capable of performing treatment 

protocols autonomously and precisely, ensuring safe, intense and task-oriented long-term 

rehabilitation. In addition, rehabilitation with the aid of robots can provide very accurate quantitative 

measures of patient performance. In fact, the robot is able to collect useful data to track the patient's 

status and analyse the improvement of his physical conditions[10,14]. 

 

Another way to significantly reduce the costs of physiotherapy and increase the quality of service to 

patients is to carry out home therapy. The most common rehabilitation devices are very large, heavy, 

expensive and complex, therefore requiring the supervision and assistance of qualified staff in order 

to use them. Gloreha Lite is a tool specially designed for home therapy. In fact, in addition to the low 

cost, it has a very low weight and size compared to the classic robots for physiotherapy, moreover its 

use is quite simple. Being able to use Gloreha at home is of paramount importance for chronic 

patients. In fact, being constant in therapy is essential to be able to recover psychomotor functions 

and not to lose the results achieved. 

 

Even though the production of suitable robotic systems is an excellent aid for home therapy, patients 

are often not motivated enough to be consistent in therapy. In this regard, there is a variety of research 
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investigating new methods to help chronic patients to continue a long-term working at home[7]. 

Significant help for these patients comes from the use of engaging and motivating rehabilitation 

routines, such as the use of games, virtual reality, mirror therapy or other technologies. According to 

some studies, in fact, high motivation is associated with greater improvement and a reduction in 

potential complications[10]. In particular, mirror therapy is not only an excellent treatment for 

motivating patients in exercises but also for carrying out both physical and cognitive therapy, as it 

actively involves the patient during rehabilitation, thus stimulating impaired cognitive functions. This 

method significantly reduces recovery times and the costs of rehabilitation treatment. 

All these reasons (use of robotics in physiotherapy, benefits of mirror therapy and advantages of home 

therapy) led to the study carried out in this thesis project. 

 

2.2 GLOREHA 

The Gloreha system (Figure 2.2), (from the acronym which stands for “Hand Rehabilitation Glove”) 

is a rehabilitation robotic glove patented by Idrogenet for patients with hand paresis or plegia after 

injuries of the nervous system and spinal cord, with musculoskeletal deficits, that have surgery or 

who have to undergo post-acute or chronic treatment of many other pathologies. Gloreha can be used 

in all phases of the rehabilitation process. In fact, the device allows for passive therapy, active-assisted 

mobilization, functional therapeutic activities, interactive games and cognitive stimulation exercises. 

These exercises have multiple benefits: maintenance and improvement of the joint range; 

proprioceptive stimulation; improvement of visuo-spatial and attentive abilities; increase in 

functional independence; reduction of pain, edema, and hypertonia; prevention of adhesions, 

contractures, damages caused by immobilization; improvement of joint metabolism, lymphatic and 

blood circulation; maintenance of functional skills and body perception; increase in coordination and 

dexterity; increase in grip and pinch force[q]. 
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Figure 2.2 – Gloreha exoskeleton[q] 

 

2.2.1 DEVICE DESIGN 

The Gloreha system has been designed to perform the six types of movements typical of a passive 

hand rehabilitation instrument: 

1. Simultaneous flexion-extension of the 4 long fingers (second, third, fourth and fifth) 

2. Flexion-extension of all fingers independently 

3. Flexion-extension of the first finger 

4. Flexion-extension of all fingers (the whole hand: the four long fingers plus the first finger) 

5. Personalized movement (for example a finger does not move) according to the physiological 

conditions of the treated hand 

6. Random actuation of a movement: the surprise, raised in a patient by an unplanned and 

unexpected movement, has been shown to add more stimulus to the crucial process of 

relearning a movement by the affected sensorimotor areas of the cortex 

 

Gloreha is designed to be used by chronic patients, who typically suffer from a flaccid hand (total or 

partial loss of tissue tone combined with reduced or absent tendon reflexes in the affected limbs). To 

prevent and treat this paralysis and its complications (edema, tendon retraction and spasticity), it is 

important that each joint of the fingers flexes within standard physiological values. Furthermore, the 
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speed of the device must be adequate: the physiotherapists suggest a minimum time of 20 seconds 

for a complete flexion-extension cycle of a finger joint. 

The design of the Gloreha have to meet different needs: adapt to different sizes of the hands, also 

considering larger sizes resulting from the swelling of the hand caused by edema; leave the hand palm 

free to avoid any grasping reflex which, by inducing a forced closure of hand, facilitate the hyper 

tonus insurgence. Other important factors are: lightness, comfort, softness, absence of friction, 

absence of contact allergenic factors. 

 

The glove designed by Idrogenet is composed of an actuator placed on the upper side of the forearm, 

close to the wrist and various elastic transmissions which, moved by the actuator, transmit motion to 

the fingers. The transmission is flexible and must be able to eliminating any risk of mechanical 

overstress, due to possible malfunctioning of a glove component, or an impaired 

hand/finger often presenting articular rigidity and pain; adapting to different hand and finger sizes; 

leaving the hand palm and the inner part of finger free. Flexible rods were therefore used as 

transmission, moving inside slides rigidly fixed to the glove (Figure 2.3)[25]. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 – Wearable glove: 1 is the actuator block, 2 is the transmission[25] 
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The actuation system is composed by five pneumatic cylinders (Figure 2.4). The dimensioning of the 

cylinders is associated to the exerted force, the stroke, the type of movement, the dimensions, and the 

weight that must be reduced. The cylinders are double effect to be able to work actively in both 

directions of the stroke. The cylinders are actuated with a pneumatic system. The compressor is 

endowed with a filter-regulator-lubricator device to control the air in the pneumatic circuit. The 

control of pistons is realized with 3/2 normally closed electric valves. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 – Pneumatic actuation scheme[25] 
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Pneumatic actuation was used in the first version of the Gloreha, while the current model uses linear 

actuators to move the glove. 

 

2.2.2 AVAILABLE PRODUCTS 

Idrogenet has developed several devices from the Gloreha range: two professional devices for hand 

and arm therapy and a device for home use. 

 

Gloreha Sinfonia 

Gloreha Sinfonia (Figure 2.5) is a comfortable and lightweight glove that allows patients to move the 

limb to be rehabilitated thanks to five electric motors which, through a movement transmission 

mechanism, flex and extend the fingers. In the glove, the palm is left free and the arm can move 

without restrictions, allowing users to interact with objects and simulate everyday life actions. The 

device provides to perform different exercises, which can be set via software and at the same time the 

patient can observe a 3D simulation of the movement on the screen. This helps the patient to stimulate 

the area of the brain responsible for the movement of the hand, keep attention during therapy, 

participate in therapy, re-learn movement[q,r]. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 – Gloreha Sinfonia[s] 
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Gloreha Sinfonia offers different types of therapies: 

• Passive mobilization: the rehabilitation glove mobilizes the joints of the fingers in both flexion 

and extension, so it can also be used by patients without any residual active movement. The 

software allows to customize the therapy by choosing the flexion-extension combinations of 

the fingers, adjust the ROM of each finger, the speed of movement, the timing of the exercise 

and the audio-video effects. 

• Active-assisted mobilization: the patient performs the motor task independently (flexion and 

extension of the fingers) and the motorized system intervenes to help him only when it is 

necessary, thanks to a system of sensors that recognize the active movements spontaneously 

produced by the patient: the glove reads the movement of the fingers and assists them on the 

basis of the residual motor skills of the hand. The movement can, therefore, be carried out in 

complete autonomy or with the partial support of the device. In this way, the software provides 

performance indices giving an immediate feedback of the patient's degree of autonomy in 

flexion and extension. 

• Bilateral training: the patient actively moves his healthy hand, while the robotic glove 

generates a similar movement on the other hand. Flexion and extension of the fingers are 

activated dynamically by the patient, so as to increase his degree of involvement and 

motivation. The stimulation of the cortical areas is amplified by the mirror motor mechanism, 

by the observation of the two 3D hands in motion and by the execution of bilateral functional 

tasks with real objects. The patient is invited to think about bilateral action, even if the hand 

to be rehabilitated is lacking of motor skills. 

• Action observation training: Gloreha allows the execution of exercises based on the logic of 

Action Observation Therapy (observation / execution): the patient observes a motor task on 

the screen and, once the visual preview is finished, the rehabilitation glove supports the 

execution of specific motor exercises. The software includes a wide range of movies: from 

single joint movements to more complex actions such as functional grasping of real objects. 

• Functional exercises: in order to re-educate the patient in the use of the hand and the upper 

limb in carrying out daily life activities, interaction exercises with real objects are performed. 

The palm of the hand is free, so the glove allows tactile sensations when gripping objects. 

Different motor tasks can be trained: fist grasp, digital pinch, tridigital pinch, bilateral grasp. 
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• Interactive games: the software offers various challenging and recreational exercises based on 

active movements of the upper limb detected by special sensors. The graphic interface 

involves the patient and enhances the playful aspect of the treatment[q]. 

 

Gloreha Aria 

Gloreha Aria (Figure 2.6) is a sensorized therapeutic device for the rehabilitation treatment of the 

upper limb. It allows different movements of the wrist and the arm: radial and ulnar deviation, flexion 

and extension, pronation and supination, opening and closing of the hand, arm movement (up and 

down, right and left, back and forth). The patient moves the arm in the space without gravity thanks 

to the compensation of the upper limb load: the compensation level is calibrated according to the 

weight of the arm and the residual ability to control and move of the patient. The user can perform 

interactive games or cognitive exercises, training skills such as attention skills, problem-solving, 

memory, shifting skills, selective attention, visual-spatial exploration skills. The combination of 

motor and cognitive tasks also trains the divided attention, a skill of essential importance to perform 

many daily life activities in the best possible way[q]. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 – Gloreha Aria[q] 
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Gloreha Lite 

Gloreha Lite (Figure 2.7) is a version of Gloreha designed to continue the rehabilitation treatment at 

home, allowing patients to further improve the functionality of the hand and not lose the progress 

achieved. Compared to the Professional version, it is much smaller and lighter (about 5 kg), therefore 

it is easily transportable, and it has a much lower cost (4,500 euros against the 50,000 euros of the 

Professional version), despite this it has the same software and the same potential as the Gloreha 

Sinfonia. Gloreha Lite allows patients to add video and audio messages before and after each exercise, 

to replace the motivational function that is normally performed by the therapist. In addition, the 

software is equipped with more complex, varied and motivating exercises than the Professional 

version[r,t]. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 – Gloreha Lite[s] 

 

Despite this device is very similar in functionality to the Gloreha Sinfonia, it does not allow active-

assited mobilization and bilateral training. For this reason, in this thesis project a low-cost sensorized 

glove is developed to be integrated into the Gloreha Lite, that allows patients to perform Mirror 

Therapy even at home. 
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2.2.3 SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE  

Regarding the use of Gloreha in the field of hand rehabilitation, several clinical studies have been 

carried out. The objectives of these studies are to evaluate the feasibility of using the device, its 

effectiveness in improving the functionality of the hand (range of motion, muscle strength, reduction 

of edema, spasticity, pain and muscle perfusion, i.e. blood flow) and the costs associated with the 

exoskeleton. 

The various studies included a treatment group, which performed passive mobilization exercises with 

the Gloreha exoskeletal device and a control group that performed manual passive mobilization with 

the physiotherapist. The exercises used involved the independent movement of the fingers (each 

finger is individually mobilized) and the simultaneous mobilization of the four fingers, while the 

thumb is moved individually (Figure 2.8)[26,27]. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 – Exercises proposed with the Gloreha system[28] 
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The use of the Gloreha device has been shown to improve the functionality of the affected arm much 

more than a conventional therapy: it has improved motor skills, coordination, strength, dexterity and 

blood flow to the hand, while significantly decreasing spasticity, the stiffness of the hand and the 

degree of general disability of the patients. In addition, the use of Gloreha has also led to cost savings: 

the robotic treatment cost about half that of conventional physiotherapy[26,27]. 

 

Regarding the verification of edema reduction, a study was done in which the first group of patients 

received robot-assisted therapy plus conventional therapy in the first week and then only conventional 

therapy in the second week, while the second group received only conventional therapy in the first 

week and conventional therapy plus robot-assisted therapy in the second week. Treatment with 

Gloreha decreased the swelling of the hand after only a week of treatment, but the result did not carry 

over to the long term. In fact, as can be seen in Graph 2.2, patients who in the first week had a 

significant reduction in edema, thanks to the treatment with Gloreha (blue line, period 1), in the 

second week, with conventional therapy, lost the results reached and the edema increased again (red 

line, period 2), (Graph 2.1 and 2.2)[29]. 

 

 

Graph 2.1 – Hand volume measured after the therapy[29] 
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Graph 2.2 – Hand volume mean after Gloreha teraphy plus conventional teraphy and after conventional therapy[29] 

 

2.3 GLOVE 

Two variants were considered for the realization of the instrumented glove: a commercial textile 

glove and a semi-glove printed in TPU material. 

The first is a simple glove that is worn by the user and on the dorsal part of which seams have been 

made to allow positioning of the five sensors (Figure 2.9). 

 

 

Figure 2.9 – Textile glove 
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The second is a semi-glove designed to cover only the back of the hand, thus leaving the palm free to 

ensure comfort and functionality of the hand (Figure 2.10). This aspect is very important, because it 

allows patients to interact more easily with objects and increases the similarity of the instrumented 

glove to the Gloreha glove. In addition, this glove is adjustable and customizable, so that it can be 

used by all patients, regardless of gender and hand size. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 – Printed glove 

 

The dimensions of the glove were designed based on the anthropometric tables of the hand, shown in 

Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, with reference to Figure 2.11 and 2.12 taking into consideration a 

measurement range that goes from the 5th percentile female to the 95th percentile male. 
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Figure 2.11 – Anthropometry of the hand, with reference to Table 2.1[30] 

 

 

Table 2.1 – Anthropometric estimates for the hand[30] 
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Figure 2.12 – Anthropometry of the hand, with reference to Table 2.2[31] 

 

 

Table 2.2 – Anthropometric estimates for the hand[31] 
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Regarding the width of the hand and fingers, the minimum dimensions were used (5th percentile 

female). In this way, in the case of small hands, the edges of the glove do not leave the limits of the 

fingers and the back and they do not risk causing discomfort to the user, while in the case of larger 

hands, the glove still manages to ensure correct positioning of the sensors and an adequate level of 

comfort, covering most of the back and fingers. 

As for the length of the glove, however, the maximum length was used (95th percentile male). This 

length is adjustable for each finger thanks to the movement of a thimble that can be positioned in 

correspondence with four holes, made in intermediate positions between the minimum and maximum 

length of the fingers. The glove can be fixed to the fingers and wrist by passing velcro straps through 

special slots (Figure 2.13). 

 

 

Figure 2.13 – Printed glove: focus on positioning holes and velcro slots 

 

Each thimble is equipped with a hook that allows it to be fixed to the glove, while it is centred thanks 

to the holes made on the fingers. Unlike the textile glove, the use of these thimbles allows the glove 

to be worn without moving the sensors too much, thus avoiding damage to them. Using the 

anthropometric tables, three thimbles of different sizes were designed: one for the thumb, one for the 
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index and middle fingers and one for the ring and little fingers. In addition, a shim can be inserted 

inside each thimble to reduce its size and allow the use of the glove even for people with thin fingers 

(Figure 2.14). 

 

 

Figure 2.14 – Printed glove: focus on thimble, shim and their positioning 

 

The sensors are fixed on the glove by sliding them inside small slots, placed along the entire length 

of the fingers. These slots allow the user to position the centre of each sensor on the proximal 

interphalangeal joint, in order to adapt to the length of the fingers and obtain an optimal measurement 

of movement. In addition, on the central part of the glove, another five loops have been made to fix 

the electrical wires of the sensors (Figure 2.15). 

 

 

Figure 2.15 – Printed glove: focus on slots for sensors and wires 
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2.4 SENSORS 

The goal of the sensorized glove, is to measure the movement of the fingers of the hand. To carry out 

this task, it was chosen to use flex and strain sensors, in order to measure the angle assumed by the 

interphalangeal and metacarpophalangeal joints. However, the Gloreha exoskeleton has only one 

degree of freedom for each finger, so it was chosen to use only a sensor for each finger, placed on the 

interphalangeal joint for the thumb and on the proximal interphalangeal joint for the other fingers 

(Figure 2.16). 

 

 

Figure 2.16 – Positioning of sensors 

 

The sensors used to create the glove are: commercial flex sensors and a highly stretchable strain 

sensors in graphene and nanocellulose developed by Pooi See Lee and her colleagues at Nanyang 

Technological University in Singapore. The goal, in using two different types of sensors, is to find 

the best configuration in terms of sensor performance, such as response rate and sensitivity, and the 

level of comfort during the use of the glove. 
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2.4.1 FLEX SENSORS 

Resistive flex sensors (Figure 2.17) are formed by resistive elements, usually in carbon, placed on or 

inside a thin flexible substrate that is able to tolerate flexion, vibration, thermal shock and stretching 

[32,33].  

 

 

Figure 2.17 – Scheme of a resistive flex sensor[33] 

 

The adopted conductive material and the way it is layered determine the basic electrical properties of 

the sensor. In this way, the sensor resistance is highly susceptible to any defects along the conductive 

surface. When the substrate is bent, the sensor outputs an electrical resistance related to the radius of 

curvature: the smaller the radius, the greater the value assumed by the resistance. This effect is called 

piezoresistive, i.e. the metal from which the sensors are formed changes its resistance if it is 

mechanically stressed: the flexion of the material induces tension along one side of the bending radius 

and compression along the other side (Figure 2.18)[32,33]. 
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Figure 2.18 – Operation of a flex sensor[u] 

 

Commercial sensors 

The piezoresistive bending sensors used in the realization of the glove to measure the angle of the 

fingers, are commercial sensors of Spectra Symbol (Figure 2.19 – 2.20). 

 

 

Figure 2.19 – Flex sensor[33] 

 

 

Figure 2.20 – Operation of a flex sensor[u] 
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2.4.2 STRAIN SENSORS  

Resistive strain sensors (strain gauge) are sensors in which the elastic deformation undergone by a 

metallic element or by a semiconductor is reflected in the variation in the resistance of the element. 

The main construction types of strain gauges are three: stretched metal wire, metal deposit on film, 

semiconductor. In this study the sensors used are layer, i.e. metallic deposit on film (Figure 2.21). 

 

 

Figure 2.21 – Layer strain gauge 

 

In this type of strain gauge, an element similar to a printed circuit formed by a thin conductive track 

integrating in an isolating support in plastic film, is used as a deformable element. The shape of the 

conducting track is such as to enhance the dimension along an axis and minimize the dimension along 

the orthogonal axis (Figure 2.22). This means that the sensor is more sensitive to deformation in one 

direction rather than another. 

 

 

Figure 2.2233 – Operation of a strain gauge 

 

When a force is applied to the sensor, the deformation changes the proximity between the conductive 

filling units, thus affecting the electrical resistivity. The voltage increases the distance between the 

filler units, increasing the resistivity, instead the compression decreases this distance, thus decreasing 

the resistivity[34]. 
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Graphene-nanocellulose sensors 

Commercial strain sensors are mainly based on cheap bulky technologies, but they can only detect 

low strains within a few percent due to the very limited extensibility of metal and semiconductors. 

However, in the field of medical electronics, sensors capable of detecting high deformation (>50%) 

are of great interest. For example, movements of human joints generate stresses of up to 55% in case 

of elongation and contraction, which far exceeds the detection limit (approximately 5%) of 

conventional strain sensors. Nanoscale materials (Figure 2.23) were shown to be promising building 

blocks for innovative strain sensors with improved performance. Above all, graphene nanosheets 

have extraordinary electrical and mechanical properties, but for deformation detection they can be 

stretched to a very limited extent, approximately 6%[35]. 

 

 

Figure 2.23 – Stretchable graphene-nanocellulose nanopaper. Scale bar: 10 mm[35] 

 

In order to obtain graphene sensors with a detection limit of up to 100%, the Nanyang Technological 

University of Singapore embedded three-dimensional (3D) nanoparticles composed of crumpled 

graphene and nanocellulose in a stretchable elastomer matrix, in order to improve mechanical 

strength. The crumpled graphene was mixed with nanocellulose (weight ratio 1: 1) and vacuum 

filtered with a polycarbonate (PC) membrane filter. The flexible nanopaper was then impregnated 

with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to fabricate stretchable nanopapers (Figure 2.24)[35]. 
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Figure 2.24 – Fabrication process[35] 

 

The comparison between graphene nanopapers and those in graphene plus nanocellulose, shows that 

the first can be stretched to a very limited extent (maximum tension of 6%) and a further stretch leads 

the material to break, resulting in an infinite variation in resistance. On the other side, the stretchable 

nanopaper can be stretched up to 100% without mechanical failure. A comparison was also made 

with 1D nanostructures, such as carbon nanotubes (CNT) and silver nanowires (AgNW): the changes 

in resistance is much less evident than in the extensible graphene nanopart (Figure 2.25) [35]. 

 

 

Figure 2.25 – Experiment results[35] 
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Extensible graphene nanopart sensors are capable of sensing in all directions. The soft nature of the 

elastomeric substrates allows the deformation and thus successful detection of strains from all 

directions, which is critically important for applications like human motion detection. These graphene 

devices are advantageous in terms of manufacturing costs, manufacturing complexity and scalability. 

Furthermore, they do not impose limits on the elasticity of the movement of the body[35]. 

 

2.4.3 CHARACTERIZATION 

The characterization of the sensors involves finding their characteristic curve, that is the relationship 

between the physical quantity at the input and the one at the output. This function is calculated by 

measuring the sensor output quantity for known values of the input and in static conditions, i.e. the 

sensor must be in normal operating conditions (temperature, humidity and pressure), the variation of 

the input must be slow and there must be no external stresses (shocks, vibrations, accelerations). 

The method of characterization of the sensors used varies according to the joint to which they are 

applied. In fact, the flexion and deformation sensors that are used as electronic goniometers can adapt 

to any type of joint, but they must be characterized differently depending on the size of the joint. This 

is because, in the case of small dimensions of the joint (fingers, knee, elbow), the sensor is bent only 

in the central area and its resistivity increases only in that area, furthermore the radius of curvature is 

fixed, instead in the case of large dimensions (trunk posture, neck movement: radius of curvature 

wider than the length of the sensor) the sensor bends evenly with variable radius of curvature and the 

resistivity increases along its entire length. 

In the first case, the sensor can be characterized on a mobile hinge with a constant radius of curvature, 

using the range of motion of the considered joint (for example 90° for the finger). An example of this 

device provides that one side of the sensor is locked in a fixed gripper, placed on a rotating platform 

driven by a stepper motor, while the other side is placed in a sliding clamp to avoid stretching the 

sensor. Using this device, it is possible to characterize the sensor by choosing the range of flexion 

and the step between one measurement and another and by measuring the angle of flexion thanks to 

the stepper motor (Figure 2.26)[36,37]. 
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Figure 2.26 – Device for sensor characterization against the bending angle[37] 

 

To characterize sensors to be used with wide radii of curvature, it is necessary to take into account 

that the sensor bends with a uniform radius of curvature that varies over time, so also the resistance 

increases uniformly over the entire resistive layer. To carry out this type of characterization, it is 

possible to use a screw shaft, driven by a step motor, which moves a carriage in push or pull. The 

sensor is fixed on a flexible support that is locked on the sliding carriage on one side and on a fixed 

support on the other. When the step motor is activated, the elastic support bends causing uniform 

flexion of the sensor, with a radius of curvature depending on the position of the motor (Figure 2.27). 

This characterization method is valid for all sensors of the same technology regardless of their size, 

provided that their length is less than or equal to the radius of curvature[36,37]. 
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Figure 2.27 – Device with variable bend-radius for sensor characterization[36] 

 

These types of characterization can be applied to flex or deformation sensors. In the first case, the 

sensor does not work bidirectionally, so it must be placed with the larger side bent according to the 

joint and it can only measure flexion angles, while the strain sensors are also able to measure 

elongation and strain, in addition to the bending angle: the sensor is positioned longitudinally along 

the joint and, when the latter bends, the sensor is stretched causing a change in its resistance[36,38]. 

An example of deformation sensor characterization can be found in a study involving sensory 

equipment for gloves, in which a flexion and a deformation sensor were compared, characterized 

using the same device for small radii of curvature (Figure 2.28)[38]. 

 

 

Figure 2.28 – Comparison between flex and stretched sensors[38] 
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This type of tool for characterization with respect to small bending diameters, can therefore be used 

with various types of sensors. The disadvantage of this method, however, is that the characteristic 

curve of the sensor, and therefore its behaviour, depends on the radius of the hinge. Therefore, since 

these sensors can be applied to different sized body joints, the characterization procedure should be 

repeated for a wide range of hinge diameter values (Figure 2.29)[36,37].  

This type of characterization, by varying the bending angles, was made in a study in which a test 

bench was used consisting of a folding device with three different diameters to flex the sensors and 

an encoder for measuring the movements[39]. 

 

 

Figure 2.29 – Device with 35mm, 50mm and 64mm diameters to bend flex sensors[39] 

 

The results obtained for bending diameters of 35mm, 50mm and 64mm and range of motion of 0° -

90° show that the resistance of the sensors is comparable for low bending angles, while it starts to 

show significant differences beyond 50° (Figure 2.30)[39]. 
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Figure 2.30 – Mean and standard deviation for flex sensors measurements[39] 

 

Given the curves, it is possible to assume that the difference between the sensor outputs continues to 

increase beyond 90° of flexion, however, considering that the ROM of the finger joints is 0°-90°, the 

results that exceed 90° are not significant for this type of application. Furthermore, for high angles, 

the difference between the outputs of the sensors characterized with different diameters is significant, 

but it must be taken into account that the diameters of curvature of the finger joints are much smaller 

than those used in this study and their variability between different hands or between the fingers of 

the same hand is very small. Therefore, it can be assumed that the characterization curves of the 

sensors applied to the fingers of the hand do not differ much from each other. 

 

2.5 SENSORS TEST BENCH 

To carry out the characterization of the sensors, a test bench was designed and then printed in 3D. 

The realization of the bench has involved various design phases before arriving at the final solution. 

 

The first idea was to fix the sensor to a flexible tube and mount it on a rotary actuator. The actuator 

is fixed to a base using screws, while one side of the tube is fixed to the propeller of the servomotor 

using an o-ring and the other side is attached to the base (Figure 2.31 and 2.32). 
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Figure 2.31 – Test bench with rotary actuator 

 

When the driveshaft of the actuator is rotated, the tube is bent and therefore the sensor also flexes, 

causing a change in its resistance. 

 

 

Figure 2.32 – Test bench operation with rotary motor 
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This first solution was discarded because the tests performed on this bench would not be repeatable 

on another similar test bench. In fact, the bending of the sensor strongly depends on the characteristics 

of the tube (dimensions and material), so the realization of this measuring bench is difficult to 

reproduce.  

To increase the ease of reproduction of the bench, it was decided to use a linear rod actuator (Figure 

2.33). 

 

 

Figure 2.33 – Test bench with linear rod actuator 

 

In this configuration, the motor is mounted on a base that allows it to be centred and fixed, thus 

preventing the actuator from moving during the characterization. A carriage is attached to the end of 

the stem and can slide inside a guide, so that it can be moved in traction or in thrust by the motor  

(Figure 2.34). 

 

 

Figure 2.34 – Test bench with linear rod actuator: carriage detail 
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Two linchpins are mounted on the trolley and on an equivalent structure incorporated in the base, 

which acts as a support. These linchpins are equipped with a thin slot, inside which a flexible foil is 

inserted (Figure 2.35).  

 

 

Figure 2.35 – Test bench with linear rod actuator: detail of linchpins and elastic foil for flex sensors 

 

In this sheet, three small slots have been obtained, inside which the flexion sensor can slide to be 

positioned (Figure 2.36) and, therefore, fixed to the foil, so that it can be characterized. A similar 

elastic sheet has also been designed for the deformation sensor, which, however, being covered with 

silicone, cannot slide inside slots. Therefore, the slots have been divided into two parts and can be 

bent outwards to allow the positioning of the sensor. 

 

 

Figure 2.36 – Elastic foil for deformation sensors 
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When the actuator is activated and the stem begins to come out, the carriage is pushed towards the 

fixed support of the base, sliding inside the guide and the elastic foil is bent thanks to the rotation of 

the linchpins in their seat (Figure 2.37). In this way, also the sensor undergoes a flexion and, 

consequently, there is a change in the resistance. 

 

 

Figure 2.37 – Test bench operation with linear rod motor 

 

A further change has been made by replacing the linear rod actuator with a slider one (Figure 2.38), 

in order to minimise friction between the various components. In this configuration, the flexible foil 

is no longer attached to a carriage but to a simple support which is screwed onto the motor slider. 

When this begins to move, the support to which it is connected moves closer to the fixed support, 

bending the sensor. 

 

 

Figure 2.38 – Test bench with linear slide actuator 
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Based on the studies described in Chapter 2.4.3 CHARACTERIZATION, further changes have been 

made to the test bench. In fact, the bench previously described is suitable for the characterization of 

sensors to be used in case of variable radius of curvature, as in the analysis of torso and neck 

movement. Instead, for the study of joints such as knee, elbow and fingers it is more suitable to have 

a test bench that flexes the sensor in its central point and with a fixed radius of curvature. In this 

regard, a test bench has been designed that can do both, so that sensors can be used for multiple 

purposes. 

 

Regarding the characterization of sensors intended for large joints, only a small modification has been 

made to the bench previously described: instead of having a fixed support connected to the base, a 

mobile support has been designed, which can slide between two guides and be fixed to the base by 

bolts. This mechanism is useful to characterize the sensor starting from the initial position of the 

actuator, and also allows larger foils and sensors to be mounted on the test bench. In addition to this, 

the fixing linchpins have been replaced with two drilled supports added to the foils and bolts to 

improve sliding inside the seat and make the bending of the sheet more natural (Figure 2.39 – 2.41). 

 

 

Figure 2.39 – Elastic foils modified with the addition of fixing supports 
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Figure 2.40 – Test bench for sensors used for large joints 

 

 

Figure 2.41 – Operation of the test bench for sensors used for large joints 

 

For the characterization of sensors intended for small joints, instead, a V-shaped structure has been 

designed consisting of two rigid foils (Figure 2.42), on which the elastic sheet and the sensor are 

mounted. 
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Figure 2.42 – Test bench for sensors used for small joints 

 

These two foils are fixed on the two supports (fixed and mobile), so as to create an angle when the 

actuator is operated (Figure 2.43). The elastic sheet is placed above the two rigid foils, fixed by means 

of a bolt system and directly in contact with the surface. In this way, when the two sheets are bent, 

the elastic foil and the sensor also bend following the angle formed by the rigid sheets. 

 

 

Figure 2.43 – Operation of the test bench for sensors used for small joints 

 

According to the studies in section 2.4.3 CHRACTERIZATION, the characteristic curve of a sensor 

depends on the radius of curvature with which it is bent. For this reason, ideally, a different 

characterization should be performed for each radius of curvature of the studied joint, in this case the 

proximal interphalangeal joint. Therefore, depending on the size of the hand and the individual fingers 
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of the different glove users, a different test bench should be constructed. However, since the range of 

variation of the radius of curvature of this joint is extremely small, good results can also be achieved 

by choosing an intermediate value for characterization. The radius of curvature of the proximal 

interphalangeal joint is determined by the head diameter of the proximal phalanx. According to the 

anthropometric tables (Figure 2.44, Table 2.3), taking into account all fingers of both hands and 

considering both female and male samples, this diameter is between 6 mm and 11 mm, while its 

average value is 8.67 mm[40]. 

 

 

Figure 2.44 – Value of interest: diameter of the head of the proximal phalanx[40] 

 

 

Table 2.3 – Proximal phalangeal head maximum and minimum best-fit diameter means (mm), S.D. and male-female 

differences (I = index, M = middle, R = ring, L = little) [40] 
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Taking these results into account, a cylindrical attachment was designed to connect the two rigid foils, 

which are joined by a bolt system, and a bending diameter of 12 mm was chosen (Figure 2.45). This 

value was obtained by rounding up the average diameter of the head of the phalanx to 9 mm and 3 

mm was added to take into account the thickness of tendons, ligaments and skin overlying the 

articulation. The structure thus obtained makes it possible to have a variable flexion angle and a fixed 

diameter of curvature, allowing the sensor used to be characterised correctly.   

 

 

Figure 2.45 – Detail of the chosen bending diameter 

 

Two threaded holes were added to the base to better fix the actuator (Figure 2.46), and the base was 

split into two separate parts (Figure 2.47). This last modification has been made for reasons of space 

during the 3D printing of the components. In fact, the original base is too large to obtain good results 

using 3D printing, so it has been divided into two parts connected together by an interlocking system. 

Two grooves have also been inserted to facilitate fixing the mobile support to the base. The support 

has been modified accordingly and it has also been strengthened to prevent bending behaviour during 

fixing by bolt (Figure 2.48). In addition, four holes have been added on the base to allow fixing to a 

larger unique base (Figure 2.49). 
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Figure 2.46 – Detail of one of the threaded holes for fixing the actuator to the base 

 

 

Figure 2.47 – Base divided into two parts 

 

 

Figure 2.48 – Modified support 
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Figure 2.49 – Test bench with two new bases and support 

 

The test bench thus designed has been printed with different materials: TPU for flexible foils, PETG 

and ABS for rigid parts.  

In the post-production phase, the flexibility of the TPU components was tested and found to be 

perfectly flexible and, therefore, bendable at will. However, the components were found to be very 

stiff in traction and this prevents the rigid foils from working properly and preventing them from 

creating a V structure. A first approach to solving the problem was to reuse the initial design of the 

elastic foils, therefore without fixing supports, and modify the rigid foils by inserting two slots into 

which the elastic foils could be inserted (Figure 2.50). 

 

 

Figure 2.50 – Traction problems: first modification of the foils 
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The realization of this solution, however, involves printing 4 elastic foils instead of 2: for each sensor 

is necessary one foil with the supports for the test bench of sensors for large joints and one foil without 

supports for the second test bench.  

A more functional solution has therefore been devised: the fixing holes between the elastic and rigid 

foil have been transformed into slots and the seats of the elastic foil supports have been widened 

(Figure 2.51). In this way, when the foil is bent, its fixings can slide, so that the foil is not put into 

traction and does not block the entire mechanism (Figure 2.52). 

 

 

Figure 2.51 – Traction problems: replacement of fixing holes with slots 

 

 

Figure 2.52 – When the elastic sheet is bent, it can slide 
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Finally, to facilitate the correct realignment of the elastic foil with the rigid ones when the mechanism 

returns to the initial position of flat angle, a half-eyelet has been added on each rigid sheet. The use 

of a single half-eyelet instead of two facilitates the disassembly of the elastic sheet (Figure 2.53).  

 

 

Figure 2.53 – Traction problems: final solution 

 

The test bench was then further modified by aligning the mounting points of the rigid plates with the 

axis of the actuator. In this way the actuator only works in push or pull along its operational axis and 

it is not subjected to forces or torques in other directions that could damage it or create too much 

friction for the correct functioning of the test bench. 

The component on top of the actuator carriage has remained the same as before, but it is mounted 

upside down, so that the threaded holes that attach it to the rigid plate are aligned with the axis of the 

actuator (Figure 2.54).  

 

 

Figure 2.54 – Actuator-side support 

 

The rigid foil on the actuator side has been modified so that it can be positioned above the carriage 

and its support, and a slot has been added in the upper part for the passage of the sensor cables (Figure 
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2.55). Holes have also been made into the surface to optimise the 3D printing process. The same thing 

was also done on the two bases. 

 

 

Figure 2.55 – Actuator-side rigid foil 

 

On the opposite side to the actuator, however, the mobile support inserted into the guide was replaced 

by a similar component with slots for fixing. A series of holes have been drilled in the base so that 

the support can be fixed at the correct distance from the actuator by centring the holes with the slots 

(Figure 2.56). The rigid foil is also mounted on this support. 

 

 

Figure 2.56 – Guide-side support 

 

Finally, the elastic foils and the base on the actuator side have not been changed, but two slots have 

been added to the base to accommodate the sensor and actuator wires (Figure 2.57 and 2.58). 
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Figure 2.57 – Actuator-side base 

 

 

Figure 2.58 – Final test bench for small joints 

 

As for the test bench for sensors intended for large joints, two small adapters were made to be 

mounted on the supports (Figure 2.59). 

 

 

Figure 2.59 – Final test bench for large joints 
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The test bench designed for sensor characterization can therefore be used with both flex and strain 

sensors, simply by replacing the flexible foil. It allows the characterization for monitoring the 

movement of both large joints (using only the flexible foil; Figure 2.61) and small joints (also 

integrating the two rigid foils; Figure 2.60). In addition, by regulating the position of the fixed 

support, it is possible to characterize even larger sensors by simply changing the rigid and elastic 

foils. In fact, each component is designed to be easily assembled and disassembled, allowing a quick 

setup even if it needs to be modified frequently. 

 

 

Figure 2.60 – Test bench for sensors used for small joints 
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Figure 2.61 – Test bench for sensors used for large joints 

 

2.6 COMMUNICATION BETWEEN DEVICES 

This project involves an exchange of data between several devices: one interaction takes place 

between the sensor test bench and the computer that has to collect data on the characterised sensors, 

while a second interaction occurs between the sensorised glove and the Gloreha system. In the latter 

case, the computer analyses the movement of the sensors placed on the glove and transmits the 

information to the Gloreha, which performs the same movement. 

 

2.6.1 SENSORS TEST BENCH 

The test bench is formed by four main parts: the mechanical structure (described in the previous 

paragraph), the flexion or deformation sensor to be characterized,  a sensor electronic circuit and the 
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electronic devices necessary for the acquisition of sensor signals and for the external interface for 

data collection and subsequent data processing.  A schematic representation with block diagram of 

the overall architecture of the test bench is shown in Figure 2.62. 

 

 

Figure 2.62 – Sensor test bench scheme 

 

Sensor electronic circuit 

Both types of sensors taken into consideration are of the resistive type, i.e. they have an internal 

resistance that varies when they are bent (flexion sensor) or deformed (strain sensor). In order to read 

this internal resistance variation, it is necessary to use a circuit in which the sensor acts as a voltage 

divider (Figure 2.63 and 2.64). 

 

 

Figure 2.63 – Sensor circuit[u] 
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The circuit has been built using a known resistance and an input voltage of 3.3 V, despite the normal 

operating voltage of the Arduino Genuino 101 is 5 V. This choice was made because the sensors on 

the glove will be connected to an Arduino Nano, which rated operation is 3.3 V.  

 

 

Figure 2.64 – Arduino-sensor circuit for test bench 

 

Actuator control 

The motor used is a 12 V, T16-P Miniature Track Actuator by Actuonix (Figure 2.65) with conversion 

of the motion from rotary to linear by means of a ball screw. It has a stroke of 100 mm, gear ratio of 
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22:1, maximum speed of 46 mm/s, maximum force of 50 N and rated force of 25 N [v]. The motor 

inside the linear actuator is a rotary direct current motor and a planetary gearbox transforms the rotary 

motion into linear motion. 

 

 

Figure 2.65 – Linear actuator[v] 

 

This actuator has no internal control, but it provides an analog position feedback signal that can be 

fed into an external controller. In fact, it is equipped with a Linear Actuator Control Board (LAC; 

Figure 2.66): a stand-alone, closed-loop control board that can be used to control the actuator and 

also allows speed, sensitivity and stroke adjustments[w]. 

 

 

Figure 2.66 – LAC board[w] 

 

The LAC board can be used as a controller in different configurations. The most suitable in this 

application is the RC Servo Interface Mode (Figure 2.67): it is a standard hobby-type remote-control 

digital servo interface compatible with servo motors. The linear actuator is connected to the X2 
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connector, which is compatible with this type of motor; the desired position that the actuator has to 

reach is given as input on pin 3 of connector X3 or X6 as a positive 5 V pulse-width signal; the share 

ground between LAC and Arduino is connected to pin 1 of connector X3; the power from an external 

battery is given on pins 1 and 2 of connector X6. In addition, since connectors X2 and X4 are 

connected to each other, it is possible to read the feedback of the motor position from pin 2 of 

connector X4, which corresponds to pin 4 of connector X2. During operation a 1 ms pulse commands 

the controller to fully retract the actuator, while a 2 ms pulse signal controls the full extension[w]. 

 

 

Figure 2.67 – Arduino-LAC-motor circuit for test bench 

 

Software implementation 

The Arduino software is used to acquire the sensor signals and to control the actuator. The actuator 

is a servo motor, so the appropriate library is used and a Servo object is created. The motor is 

controlled via digital pin 9, while the sensor value and the position feedback are read on analog pins 

0 and 1. 
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#include <Servo.h> 

 

Servo servo; 

 

servo.attach(9); 

 

Code 2.1 – Arduino: Servo library 

 

The desired position is provided by the POWER-KI software (described in chapter 2.7.1 POWER-

KI) by sending a buffer of length one byte and is read by the Arduino via the serial port, then it is 

used for actuator movement. 

 

SendBuf = BUF_NEW(50,£U8); 

 

BUF_VAL(SendBuf,1,DesiredPos,£U8); 

 

COM_SND(COM,SendBuf,1,1); 

 

Code 2.2 – POWER-KI: data transmission 

 

Pos = Serial.read(); 

 

servo.write(Pos); 

 

 Code 2.3 – Arduino: data receiving and actuator movement  

 

The sensor bending and position feedback from the control board are read from the appropriate pins 

and are sent to POWER-KI via the serial port using the header 0x1B1B followed by the read values, 

each of which is divided into 2 bytes. On the POWER-KI side, after receiving the two bytes of the 

header, the software waits for another four bytes and saves the received value in an integer buffer. 

 

int Flex = analogRead(A0); 

 

int Feedback = analogRead(A1);  

 

 

Serial.write(0x1b); 

 

Serial.write(0x1b); 

 

Serial.write(((byte*)&Flex)[0]); 
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Serial.write(((byte*)&Flex)[1]); 

 

Serial.write(((byte*)&Feedback)[0]); 

 

Serial.write(((byte*)&Feedback)[1]); 

 

Code 2.4 – Arduino: data transmission 

 

ReceiveBuf = BUF_NEW(50,£U16); 

 

COM_WAIT(COM,ReceiveBuf,1,2); 

 

#if(BUF_VAL(ReceiveBuf,1) == 0x1B1B); 

 

    COM_WAIT(COM,ReceiveBuf,3,4); 

     

    FlexVal = BUF_VAL(ReceiveBuf,2); 

 

    FeedbackPos = BUF_VAL(ReceiveBuf,3); 

 

#end; 

 

Code 2.5 – POWER-KI: data receiving 

 

2.6.2 GLOVE 

The instrumented glove system, as a whole, has the architecture shown in Figure 2.68. 

 

 

Figure 2.68 – Instrumented glove scheme 
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The sensorised glove consists of 5 flexion or deformation sensors and the values are read using a 

battery-powered Arduino Nano 33 BLE Sense, which communicates with another Arduino of the 

same type connected to the PC (Figure 2.69). 

 

 

Figure 2.69 – Glove-PC communication diagram 

 

Electronic sensors circuit 

The wiring diagram for reading the resistance variation of the sensors is the same as that used for the 

sensors test bench. The only difference in this case is that there are 5 sensors and 5 analog pins are 

used to read the values (Figure 2.70). 
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Figure 2.70 – Arduino-sensors circuit for sensorised glove 

 

Bluetooth BLE 

The Arduino Nano 33 BLE Sense is equipped with Bluetooth BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy), which 

means low energy consumption at low data rates. While standard Bluetooth communication is based 

on an asynchronous serial connection (UART), BLE works as a community bulletin board. Each 

connected device can act as a noticeboard (peripheral device, server) and publish data or as a reader 

(central device, client) and read information from any peripheral noticeboard (Figure 2.71)[x].  
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Figure 2.71 – Operation of Bluetooth BLE[x] 

 

The information published by a peripheral device is organised as services identified by a unique 16-

bit numbers (UUIDs). Each service is divided into characteristics that are updated by the peripheral 

when necessary. Each characteristic is associated with a notification: as soon as the data is changed, 

the new values are automatically sent to the listening device. 

The association between devices is done through advertising using the General Advertising Profile 

(GAP). Each device communicates with the others through advertising packages that contain the 

name of the device, the UUID, the list of services it provides and other information [x]. 
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Software implementation 

In this case the Arduino connected to the PC creates a bulletin board where the Arduino mounted on 

the sensorized glove can write the values read by the five sensors (analog pins A0 - A4). In this way 

the PC can read the data from the board and transmit them to POWER-KI via the serial port. An 

Arduino code is then required to be loaded on each device. 

In order to use the Bluetooth BLE, it is necessary to import the appropriate library and set the 

identifying UUID of service and of the associated characteristics, i.e. the bending value read by each 

sensor. The UUID must be the same on both devices so that the association can be made. To start the 

communication, the BLE is initialised on both devices. 

 

#include <ArduinoBLE.h> 

 

const char* FlexServiceUUID = "19b10000-e8f2-537e-4f6c-d104768a1214"; 

 

const char* ThumbFlexValUUID = "19b10001-e8f2-537e-4f6c-d104768a1214"; 

 

const char* IndexFlexValUUID = "19b10002-e8f2-537e-4f6c-d104768a1214"; 

 

const char* MiddleFlexValUUID = "19b10003-e8f2-537e-4f6c-d104768a1214"; 

 

const char* RingFlexValUUID = "19b10004-e8f2-537e-4f6c-d104768a1214"; 

 

const char* LittleFlexValUUID = "19b10005-e8f2-537e-4f6c-d104768a1214"; 

 

if (!BLE.begin()); 

 

Code 2.6 – Arduino Central and Peripheral devices: UUID setting 

 

On the peripheral device the service and characteristics are created which can be both read and 

written, a notification is then associated with the service and it is activated, so that the central device 

automatically receives the values whenever they are updated. The created service is added to the set 

of services provided by the BLE device and each characteristic is added to this service (Figure 2.72). 
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Figure 2.72 – Bluetooth BLE communication diagram 

 

BLEService FlexService(FlexServicUUID);  

 

BLECharacteristic ThumbFlexVal(ThumbFlexValUUID, BLERead | BLEWrite); 

 

BLECharacteristic IndexFlexVal(IndexFlexValUUID, BLERead | BLEWrite); 

 

BLECharacteristic MiddleFlexVal(MiddleFlexValUUID, BLERead | BLEWrite); 

 

BLECharacteristic RingFlexVal(RingFlexValUUID, BLERead | BLEWrite); 

 

BLECharacteristic LittleFlexVal(LittleFlexValUUID, BLERead | BLEWrite); 

 

BLE.setAdvertisedService(FlexService); 

 

BLE.advertise(); 

 

BLE.addService(FlexService); 

 

FlexService.addCharacteristic(ThumbFlexVal); 

 

FlexService.addCharacteristic(IndexFlexVal); 

 

FlexService.addCharacteristic(MiddleFlexVal); 

 

FlexService.addCharacteristic(RingFlexVal); 

 

FlexService.addCharacteristic(LittleFlexVal);  

 

Code 2.7 – Arduino Peripheral device: service and characteristics creation 
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In order to connect to the peripheral, the central device searches for the service created by the 

peripheral and the associated BLE device using its UUID. If the peripheral is detected, the scan stops 

and a connection to the found device is made. At this point the central device also searches for the 5 

features created by the peripheral, again using the UUID. As long as the connection between the two 

devices is stable, the central device reads from the analog pins the values of the 5 sensors and changes 

the value of the characteristics of the peripheral. 

 

BLE.scanForUuid(FlexServiceUUID); 

 

BLEDevice Peripheral = BLE.available(); 

 

if (Peripheral) { 

  

  BLE.stopScan(); 

 

  Peripheral.connect(); 

 

  BLECharacteristic ThumbFlexVal = Peripheral.characteristic(ThumbFlexValUUID); 

  

  BLECharacteristic IndexFlexVal = Peripheral.characteristic(IndexFlexValUUID); 

  

  BLECharacteristic MiddleFlexVal = Peripheral.characteristic(MiddleFlexValUUID); 

  

  BLECharacteristic RingFlexVal = Peripheral.characteristic(RingFlexValUUID); 

  

  BLECharacteristic LittleFlexVal = Peripheral.characteristic(LittleFlexValUUID); 

 

  while (Peripheral.connected()) { 

  

    int ValFlexThumb = analogRead(A0);  

  

    int ValFlexIndex = analogRead(A1); 

  

    int ValFlexMiddle = analogRead(A2);  

   

    int ValFlexRing = analogRead(A3); 

  

    int ValFlexLittle = analogRead(A4);  

 

    ThumbFlexVal.writeValue((byte*)&ValFlexThumb,2); 

  

    IndexFlexVal.writeValue((byte*)&ValFlexIndex,2); 

  

    MiddleFlexVal.writeValue((byte*)&ValFlexMiddle,2); 

  

    RingFlexVal.writeValue((byte*)&ValFlexRing,2);  

 

    LittleFlexVal.writeValue((byte*)&ValFlexLittle,2); 

  }  

} 

Code 2.8 – Arduino Central device: connection and writing of sensor values 
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The peripheral device, on the other hand, searches for the connected central device and if it finds it, 

as long as the connection is stable, it checks if the central device has changed the value of the 

characteristics and, if so, it reads and transforms them into an integer. Then, via the serial port, it 

sends the data to the POWER-KI software in groups of 2 bytes, preceded by the 0x1B1B header. 

 

BLEDevice Central = BLE.central();  

  

if (Central) {  

  

  while (Central.connected()) {  

  

    if (ThumbFlexVal.written()){  

  

      int ValFlexThumb = ThumbFlexVal.value();  

  

      int FlexThumb = *(int*)&ValFlexThumb;  

    } 

  

    if (IndexFlexVal.written()){ 

  

      int ValFlexIndex = IndexFlexVal.value(); 

  

      int FlexIndex = *(int*)&ValFlexIndex;  

    } 

  

    if (MiddleFlexVal.written()){ 

  

       int ValFlexMiddle = MiddleFlexVal.value(); 

  

       int FlexMiddle = *(int*)&ValFlexMiddle; 

    } 

  

    if(RingFlexVal.written()){ 

  

      int ValFlexRing = RingFlexVal.value(); 

  

      int FlexRing = *(int*)&ValFlexRing; 

    } 

  

    if (LittleFlexVal.written()){ 

  

      int ValFlexLittle = LittleFlexVal.value(); 

  

      int FlexLittle =*(int*)&ValFlexLittle; 

    } 

 

    Serial.write(0x1b); 

  

    Serial.write(0x1b); 

  

    Serial.write(((byte*)&FlexThumb)[0]); 
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    Serial.write(((byte*)&FlexThumb)[1]); 

  

    Serial.write(((byte*)&FlexIndex)[0]); 

  

    Serial.write(((byte*)&FlexIndex)[1]); 

 

    Serial.write(((byte*)&FlexMiddle)[0]); 

  

    Serial.write(((byte*)&FlexMiddle)[1]); 

  

    Serial.write(((byte*)&FlexRing)[0]); 

  

    Serial.write(((byte*)&FlexRing)[1]); 

  

    Serial.write(((byte*)&FlexLittle)[0]); 

  

    Serial.write(((byte*)&FlexLittle)[1]); 

  } 

} 

 

Code 2.9 – Arduino Peripheral device: connection, data reading and sending to POWER-KI 

 

Finally, POWER-KI waits to receive the 0x1B1B header from the serial port and then waits for 

another 10 bytes containing the 5 values from the sensors and saves them. 

 

ReceiveBuf = BUF_NEW(50,£U16); 

 

COM_WAIT(COM,ReceiveBuf,1,2); 

 

#if(BUF_VAL(ReceiveBuf,1) == 0x1B1B); 

 

    COM_WAIT(COM,ReceiveBuf,3,10); 

     

    FlexValThumb = BUF_VAL(ReceiveBuf,2); 

 

    FlexValIndex = BUF_VAL(ReceiveBuf,3); 

 

    FlexValMiddle = BUF_VAL(ReceiveBuf,4); 

 

    FlexValRing = BUF_VAL(ReceiveBuf,5); 

 

    FlexValLittle = BUF_VAL(ReceiveBuf,6); 

 

#end; 

 

Code 2.10 – POWER-KI: data receiving 
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2.6.3 GLOREHA 

The Gloreha system is equipped with an electronic board to control the motors that move the 

exoskeleton and communicates with the PC through a serial port. 

Through the Gloreha's native protocol it is possible to connect the control board to the PC or 

disconnect it, set some parameters such as speeds, movement ranges and working times, choose an 

exercise from some of the proposed ones, start or stop the exercise and put the Gloreha in manual 

mode. 

 

Software implementation 

The Gloreha control board communicates directly with the POWER-KI software using the serial port. 

The first thing to do is to create the connection, so two communication buffers are created and the 

command to connect is sent. This is done by using the string "@1234CT&" which is inserted into the 

send buffer and is sent to the Gloreha through the serial port. 

 

SendBuf = BUF_NEW(100,£U8); 

 

ReceiveBuf = BUF_NEW(10000,£U16); 

 

Command = “@1234CT&”; 

 

BUF_SYMB(SendBuf,1,len(Command),Command,£A); 

 

COM_SND(COM,SendBuffer,1,len(Command)); 

 

Code 2.11 – POWER-KI: send connection command 

 

Once the connection is made, the Gloreha is made to move based on the values read by the sensor. A 

sensor sensitivity threshold has been set below which the Gloreha remains in a stop state. In addition, 

since the Gloreha performs only one command at a time and pauses until the previously given position 

is reached, a position tracking has been set. That is, a maximum range of motion has been chosen 

within which the Gloreha can move by performing a single movement. If the required range of 

movement exceeds the maximum range of movement set, then the Gloreha will make several 

movements to reach the desired position. In this way, if the sensor changes value during the 
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movement, the Gloreha can adjust the target and make a position tracking without unnecessary 

movements. 

 

For each finger the difference between the new sensor value and the old one is calculated. If this 

difference is greater than the set minimum sensitivity, a new position is sent to the Gloreha. Then it 

is checked if the difference (and therefore the range of movement to be made) is greater than the 

maximum movement step set. In this case, the position sent to the Gloreha will not be the one decided 

by the sensor, but the previous one plus the maximum movement step. Otherwise, the position to be 

sent is the new sensor value. At this point, the command "@1234MM" is sent via the serial port, 

followed by the finger identifier, the position value and the end-of-command character ‘&’. 

 

Char_finger = LIS_NEW(“T”,”I”,”M”,”R”,”L”); 

 

#for(i = 1; i <= 5; i++); 

 

    Difference = New_Val_Flex – Old_Val_Flex; 

 

    #if(abs(Difference) > Sensibility); 

 

        #if(abs(Difference) > Max_motion_step); 

 

            #if(Difference > 0); 

         

                Position = Old_Val_Flex + Max_motion_step; 

         

            #else;     

 

                Position = Old_Val_Flex - Max_motion_step; 

 

            #end; 

 

        #else;  

 

            Position = New_Val_Flex;   

 

        #end; 

 

        Command = “@1234MMS”++LIS_POS(Char_finger,i)++Position++“&”; 

 

        BUF_SYMB(SendBuf,1,len(Command),Command,£A); 

 

        COM_SND(COM,SendBuffer,1,len(Command)); 

     

    #end; 

 

#end; 

Code 2.12 – POWER-KI: calculation and sending desired position 
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Observed problems 

In using the Gloreha system and its control board, some problems were found during communication: 

first, using the manual motion setting, it is not possible to make the five fingers move simultaneously 

using different position targets for each finger. Thus, when the sensors are moved, the Gloreha moves 

one finger at a time and waits for the end of one motion to begin another. In addition, there is a small 

waiting time between each movement command. These two factors cause the Gloreha to make an 

extremely slow, jerky motion that is not compatible with Mirror Therapy. 

 

2.6.4 MODIFIED GLOREHA 

In order to solve this real-time problem, it was decided to change the electronic board inside the 

Gloreha and, therefore, the entire control and communication system. 

 

Electronic circuit design 

The Gloreha is moved using five 12 V linear rod actuators with a similar operation to the motor used 

in the test bench. These actuators have 4 input signals: two for the power supply and two for the 

feedback reference; and at the output the position feedback signal (Figure 2.73). As they are extremely 

simple to operate and have no internal control, they are easy to use even without a dedicated control 

board. 

 

 

Figure 2.73 – Actuator wiring diagram 
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To control this type of motor, it is sufficient to provide a 12 V power supply to the two red and black 

terminals to make the actuator move in one direction and to reverse the polarity of the wires to make 

it move in the opposite direction, i.e. swap the positive cable with the negative one (a simple tension 

based control).  

 

In order to be able to obtain an automatic polarity reversal via an electronic circuit, it is necessary to 

use an H-bridge to carry out a current reversal. The H-bridge is a circuit consisting of two NPN 

transistors, two PNP transistors and four diodes (Figure 2.74). It operates by passing current in one 

direction or in the other depending on the activation of the four transistors. If no voltage is applied to 

the two inputs IN1 and IN2, the motor is stopped, as none of the four transistors conducts[y].  

 

 

Figure 2.74 – H-bridge diagram[y] 

 

When a positive voltage is applied to input IN1, transistor T1 (NPN) begins to conduct and, 

consequently, transistor T2 (PNP) also conducts. In this case, the current flow causes the motor to 

rotate counterclockwise (Figure 2.75)[y]. 
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Figure 2.75 – Counterclockwise motor rotation[y] 

 

If, on the other hand, the voltage is applied to input IN2, the transistors activated will be T3 (NPN) 

and T4 (PNP) and the motor will rotate clockwise (Figure 2.76)[y]. 

 

 

Figure 2.76 – Clockwise motor rotation[y] 

 

To achieve this type of operation, SparkFun's ROB-14450 Motor Driver Board (Figure 2.77) was 

used, which features a TB6612FNG integrated circuit and can simultaneously control two 1.2 A DC 
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motors in four operating modes: clockwise movement, counterclockwise movement, short brake, 

stop[z]. 

 

 

Figure 2.77 – ROB-14450 Motor Driver Board[z] 

 

This device has two inputs for each motor (AIN1, AIN2, BIN1, BIN2) which control the four outputs 

(A01, A02, B01, B02) using two H-bridges (one for each motor). Depending on the logic signal applied 

to the inputs (LOW or HIGH), one of the four operating modes will be output. The speed of each 

motor can be controlled via a PWM input signal with a frequency of up to 100 kHz. In addition, there 

is a standby pin that must be set to HIGH for the H-bridge to operate (Figure 2.78, Table 2.4)[z]. 

 

 

Table 2.4 – Operation of TB6612FNG (ROB-14450) [z] 
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Figure 2.78 – TB6612FNG (ROB-14450) circuit scheme [z] 

 

The other pins present are the logic supply voltage (VCC) which can be in the range of 2.7-5.5 V, the 

VM motor supply which can be up to a maximum of 15 V and the ground pins which connect the 

board to the motor supply and to the controller (in this case Arduino)[z]. 

Using three Motor Driver Boards it is therefore possible to control the 5 actuators of the Gloreha. To 

make the electronic circuit, an Arduino Mega 2560 and its BTE 16-06 shield were used to realise the 

necessary connections. Five connectors were also included to easily connect the motor cables (Figure 

2.79 – 2.81).  
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Figure 2.79 – Arduino-ROB 14450-motors circuit for Gloreha 
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Figure 2.80 – Arduino-ROB 14450-motors circuit for Gloreha 

 

 

Figure 2.81 – Electrical connections made using the BTE 16-06 shield  
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In Figure 2.82 is shown a schematic representation with block diagram of the architecture of the 

modified Gloreha system. 

 

 

Figure 2.82 – Modified Gloreha system scheme 

 

Communication protocol 

A new protocol has been designed for communication between the Gloreha and the PC, i.e. between 

the Arduino and POWER-KI. The necessary data to be sent are the positions required by the 5 motors 

which affect the voltage supplied to the IN1 and IN2 pins; the speed of the motors which is modified 

via the PWM pin; the range of movement and the identification of which movement to perform. In 

fact, it is foreseen that the Gloreha can perform various exercises: move all fingers together (exercise 

1), move the thumb and index finger in pinch movement (exercise 2), move all fingers except the 

thumb (exercise 3) or move only one finger at a time (exercise 4). In the latter case, the identification 

of the exercise is followed by that of the finger to be moved. 

 

The communication protocol (Figure 2.82 – 2.85) divides the information into position and settings 

(speed, movement, range). Communication from POWER-KI to Arduino is by a buffer of byte and 

starts with a header that differs according to the type of information: 0xAA for sending the position 

and 0xCC for sending a setting. This first identification header is followed by a second one that, in 
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the case of motor position, is 5F, while as regards the settings the second header indicates which 

command is to be executed: 0x01 to modify the maximum motor speed; 0x02 to decide the type of 

movement to be executed; 0x03 to set the movement range of each single finger. This first part of the 

message is followed by the numeric values sent in pairs of bytes and a final check (check sum: sum 

of the value of each byte) that verifies that the whole message has arrived correctly. 

 

 

Figure 2.82 – Position sending protocol 

 

 

Figure 2.83 – Velocity sending protocol 

 

 

Figure 2.84 – Protocol for sending the choice of movement 

 

 

Figure 2.85 – Range sending protocol 

 

Software implementation 

First, POWER-KI sends the setting data to the Arduino and then the positions via the serial port. A 

buffer of bytes of the right size is then created for each piece of data to be sent (the example of sending 

the maximum speed is shown). This buffer is filled with the 0xCC header in the first byte, the 
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command identifier in the second byte (0x01, 0x02 or 0x03) and the necessary values in the following 

bytes. The value of each byte added to the buffer is then added in the check sum and the latter is also 

added to the buffer to be sent. Finally, the buffer is sent via the serial. 

 

SendBuf = BUF_NEW(5,£U8); 

 

BUF_VAL(SendBuf,1,0xCC,£U8); 

 

BUF_VAL(SendBuf,2,0x01,£U8); 

 

BUF_VAL(SendBuf,3,MaxVelocity,£16,£WORD); 

 

#for(i = 1; i <= len(SendBuf); i++); 

 

    CheckSum = CheckSum + BUF_VAL(SendBuf,i,£U8); 

 

#end; 

 

BUF_VAL(SendBuf,len(SendBuf),CheckSum,£U8); 

 

COM_SND(COM,SendBuf); 

 

Code 2.13 – POWER-KI: sending data settings 

 

The same procedure is performed when sending the positions to the motors, with the difference that 

the buffer is only sent if at least one of the sensors has recorded a significant flexion change. In this 

case the buffer is filled with the header 0xAA5F and the values of the 5 sensors. 

 

Difference = New_Val_Flex – Old_Val_Flex; 

 

#if(abs(Difference) > Sensibility); 

 

    SendBuf = BUF_NEW(13,£U8); 

 

    BUF_VAL(SendBuf,1,0xAA,£U8); 

 

    BUF_VAL(SendBuf,2,0x5F,£U8); 

 

#for(i = 1; i <= 5; i++); 

 

    BUF_VAL(SendBuf,1+2*i,LIS_POS(FlexVal,i),£16,£WORD); 

 

#end; 

 

#for(i = 1; i <= len(SendBuf); i++); 
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    CheckSum = CheckSum + BUF_VAL(SendBuf,i,£U8); 

 

#end; 

 

BUF_VAL(SendBuf,len(SendBuf),CheckSum,£U8); 

 

COM_SND(COM,SendBuf); 

 

#end; 

 

Code 2.14 – POWER-KI: sending positions 

 

On the Arduino side, however, the first thing to do is to decode the incoming byte packet. This is read 

from the serial port and it is reconstructed using the logic shown in the state machine in Figure 2.86. 

 

Input = (byte) Serial.read(); 

 

Code 2.15 – Arduino: reading incoming data 

 

 

Figure 2.86 – State machine for data decoding 
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Once all the necessary data have been obtained, the H-bridge of the cards is activated by setting the 

standby pin (STBY) to HIGH, while the pins connected to IN1 and IN2 (GO, RETURN) are set to 

LOW, so that the motors initially remain stationary. For each motor, the current position is then read 

from the position feedback pins and the difference between the desired position (decoded by the 

packet sent by POWER-KI) and the current position is made. If this difference is less than a certain 

set range, it means that the motor is already approximately in the desired position, so the motors are 

switched off and the speed (PWM) is set to 0, otherwise the motor must move. 

 

digitalWrite(pinSTBY, HIGH); 

 

for (int i = 0; I < 5; i++){ 

  

    digitalWrite(pinGO[i], LOW);  

  

    digitalWrite(pinRETURN[i], LOW); 

} 

 

for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++){ 

  

    PosFinger[i] = analogRead(pinFeedback[i]); 

 

    DifferencePos[i] = TargetFinger[i] - PosFinger[i]; 

  

    if (abs(DifferencePos[i]) > PositionRange){ 

  

        move(i, DifferencePos[i]); 

  

    } else { 

  

        digitalWrite(pinGO[i], LOW);  

  

        digitalWrite(pinRETURN[i], LOW);  

  

        analogWrite(pinPWM[i], 0); 

    }  

} 

Code 2.16 – Arduino: movement of motors 

 

The move function sets the direction of movement of the motors based on the sign of DifferencePos: 

if it is positive, the target position is greater than the current position, so the motor will move forwards, 

vice versa it will move backwards. The speed is then calculated and set and the movement pins are 

set to HIGH or LOW. 
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void move(int id_finger, int diff){ 

  

    int direction;  

  

    if (diff > 0){ 

  

        direction = 1; 

  

    } else if (diff < 0){ 

  

        direction = -1; 

    } 

  

    int Velocity = CalculateVelocity(abs(diff)); 

  

    analogWrite(pinPWM[id_finger], Velocity); 

 

    if(direction == 1) { 

  

        digitalWrite(pinGO[id_finger], HIGH); 

  

        digitalWrite(pinRETURN[id_finger], LOW);  

   

    } else if (direction == -1){ 

  

        digitalWrite(pinGO[id_finger], LOW); 

  

        digitalWrite(pinRETURN[id_finger], HIGH);  

    } 

} 

 

Code 2.17 – Arduino: move function (sets the direction of movement of motors) 

 

The speed of movement of motors is used to carry out position control: the speed is set proportional 

to the distance the motor must travel to reach the desired position. In this way the motor starts at the 

maximum permitted speed and brakes gradually as it approaches the final position. To prevent the 

motor from stopping completely before it has arrived, a minimum operating speed has also been set. 

When the motor then arrives close to the target, the motor is switched off and the speed is set to 0. 

The speed is recalculated each cycle using the CalculateVelocity function. 

 

int CalculateVelocity(int DifferencePosition){ 

  

    int Velocity = DifferencePosition * BrakeCoefficient; 

  

    if (Velocity > VelMax){ 

  

        Velocity = VelMax; 

    }  
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    else if(Velocity < VelMin){ 

  

        Velocity = VelMin; 

    } 

 

    return Velocity;  

} 

 

Code 2.18 – Arduino: CalculateVelocity function (calculates the speed of motors) 

 

2.7 USER INTERFACE DESIGN 

In order to use the designed sensor test bench and the sensorised glove – Gloreha system, a software 

(SMiTh – ReG: Sensorized Mirror Therapy Rehabilitation Glove) was developed in POWER-KI that 

allows the user to collect data from the sensors to be characterised, to make the connection between 

the various devices used and to exchange information between the PC and the various Arduino boards 

that control the actuator of the test bench, collect data from the sensors placed on the glove and move 

the Gloreha exoskeleton. In Figure 2.87 and 2.88 a schematic representation of the whole system 

(MITHAR System: Mirror Therapy Hand Rehabilitation System), composed by the sensor test bench 

and glove – Gloreha system, is reported. 
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Figure 2.87 – MITHAR System scheme  

 

 

Figure 2.88 – MITHAR System scheme: exploded diagram  
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2.7.1 POWER-KI 

POWER-KI (Figure 2.89) is a programming language developed by XPLAB for the creation of 

intelligent applications in the fields of IoT, Web, management systems and industrial automation. 

The main features of this language are: 

• The subdivision of the constituent elements into CODE, DATA, FLOW 

• The subdivision of the executive elements into EXO and MTHD 

• The capacity for self-modification (reflective) of each of its elements 

• The Native Cloud (NC), i.e. the decoupling between the graphic interface (GUI) and the code 

that generated it 

 

 

Figure 2.89 – POWER-KI logo 

 

The development environment (WorkBench) is equipped with all the tools needed to create new 

applications: editing, testing, debugging and generation of user/web interfaces. The various elements 

of an application are brought together in a Package (Figure 2.90), which contains one or more 

ASSEMBLY (groups together the executable code), the graphic interfaces, which can be user or web 

(GUI: Graphic User Interface, WUI: Web User Interface), the graphic resources, the WRAP DLLs 

and other elements. 
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Figure 2.90 – Menu bar and Package 

 

Each ASSEMBLY (Figure 2.91) may contain ITEM which in turn may contain other ITEM or 

ATTRIBUTES (variables). These ITEM are identified by a path which may be absolute or relative to 

the ITEM in which it is used. Primary ITEM may be executive and are called in the code, such as 

EXO (EXecutable Objects: functions) and MTHD (Methods: functions definable within VAR or 

EXO) or they may contain other ITEM such as VAR (contain other VAR or MTHD), GUI (link the 

ASSEMBLY to the interface page) and MTX (Matrices). 
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Figure 2.91 – Editor ASSEMBLY 

 

When an ASSEMBLY is created, it contains a VAR (Figure 2.92) that contains the editing and 

execution configuration parameters and a start EXO that contains the name of the executable to be 

launched at the start of the program. Secondary ITEM are flow orientation functions and execution 

directives and are contained within EXO and MTHD. In particular, the EXEC and EXEC Sync 

commands are used to execute an EXO or MTHD, while the THREAD command is used to execute 

an EXO or MTHD in a separate THREAD (POWER-KI is multithreaded). All these ITEMs can also 

be called within a CODE which is the fundamental component of the program and allows code to be 

written in a C-like syntax. 
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Figure 2.92 – ITEM editor 

 

2.7.2 GRAPHIC INTERFACE OF SMiTh - ReG 

The user interface developed consists of a menu with 4 buttons that allows the navigation through 

various pages (Figure 2.93). 

 

 

Figure 2.93 – Menu 
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When the programme is started, the "DEVICE SET UP" page (Figure 2.94) is opened. In this interface 

it is possible to connect the various devices used by the Arduino boards to the PC. From a drop-down 

menu it is possible to choose the COM serial port to which the used Arduino is connected. 

 

 

Figure 2.94 – DEVICE SET UP page 

 

Once the COM has been chosen, the connection is started using the "CONNECT" button (Figure 

2.95). If the connection between the PC and the Arduino is successful, the connection message will 

be shown on the screen and the name of the connected device will turn green, as well as the Bluetooth 

symbol if two Arduino devices are connected via Bluetooth BLE. 
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Figure 2.95 – Successful device connection 

 

If the connection fails, an error message will be displayed and the device name will turn red and, in 

the case of a glove connection, the Bluetooth symbol as well (Figure 2.96). 
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Figure 2.96 – Device connection failed 

 

When a device is connected, you can disconnect it by pressing the "STOP CONNECTION" button. 

In this case too, a disconnection message is shown on the screen (Figure 2.97). 

 

 

Figure 2.97 – Disconnection message 
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The "CHARACTERIZATION" page (Figure 2.98) is dedicated to the use of the sensor test bench. 

This interface allows the user to characterise a new sensor by controlling the movement of the actuator 

(after connecting it to the Arduino) and displaying the values collected on the screen, or to see the 

data of a previously characterised sensor. When the page is opened, the "LOAD" and "RESET" 

buttons are shown. The "RESET" button flashes, indicating to the user that it is the first button to be 

pressed for characterisation. In fact, the "RESET" button brings the actuator to its starting position. 

 

 

Figure 2.98 – CHARACTERIZATION page and RESET button 

 

When the actuator has finished moving, the "START" button appears (Figure 2.99) and the 

characterisation begins. The user can choose the stroke of the actuator, the number of points at which 

it stops and acquires sensor flexion and the speed of movement of the actuator. 
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Figure 2.99 – START button 

 

When "START" is pressed, the actuator starts moving and stops at the first point long enough for the 

sensor to stabilise. Then the sensor flexion data and motor position feedback is provided to POWER-

KI by Arduino via the serial port and the real-time graph is updated with the new point recorded. The 

x-axis scale is set at the beginning of the characterisation according to the stroke chosen by the user, 

while the y-axis scale, showing the sensor flexion value, is updated according to the altitude of the 

new point and the whole graph is scaled. At any time, the user can press the "STOP" button. In this 

case the actuator stops and it is necessary to start the characterisation from scratch by pressing the 

"RESET" button, the graph is deleted (Figure 2.100). 
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Figure 2.100 – Sensor characterization and STOP button 

 

When the actuator has completed the characterization, it is possible to save the data by pressing the 

"SAVE" button (Figure 2.101): a window is opened that allows the name of the sensor that has been 

characterised to be entered. When the "CONFIRM" button is pressed, the characterisation parameters 

(stroke and number of points) and the data collected are saved in a SENS type text document and 

named with the chosen name of the sensor. 
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Figure 2.101 – SAVE button 

 

It is also possible to interpolate the various points collected and draw the interpolating function on 

the graph by pressing the "INTERPOLATE" button (Figure 2.102). 
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Figure 2.102 – INTERPOLATE button 

 

Pressing the "LOAD" button (Figure 2.103), on the other hand, opens a window where a list of all 

the characterisations already saved appears. From here it is possible to select a file to delete it with 

the "DELETE" button or to show the data inside it with the "CONFIRM" button. In this case the 

saved values are drawn on the graph and the name of the sensor appears below the graph. 
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Figure 2.103 – LOAD button 

 

The use of the sensorised glove and the Gloreha, on the other hand, involves a page for settings and 

one for the use. In the "SETTING" page (Figure 2.104) it is possible to set the Gloreha's working 

parameters ("REHABILITATION DEVICE"), choosing the movement speed in a range 0-255 and 

the range of movement that each motor must perform (and therefore the maximum angle of bend of 

the corresponding finger). 
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Figure 2.104 – SETTING page and rehabilitation device parameters 

 

With regard to the sensorised glove ("SENSOR DEVICE"), it is possible to choose from a drop-down 

menu the association between the saved data of the characterisation of a sensor and a finger of the 

hand. Then, according to the name of the sensor mounted on each finger, the flexion values specific 

to that sensor are used to carry out a correct movement of the Gloreha and to have a correspondence 

between the flexion recorded on the glove by each sensor and that reached by the motors of the 

Gloreha. Pressing the "OK" button saves the settings entered (Figure 2.105). 
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Figure 2.105 – Sensor device: choosing the finger-sensor correspondence 

 

Finally, the "MOTION" page (Figure 2.106) is dedicated to the actual use of the sensor glove and the 

Gloreha. In this page there are 5 time scrolling graphs (one for each finger), two buttons "START" 

and "STOP" to start and stop the acquisition of data from the sensors on the glove and a panel to  

choose the movement of the Gloreha. 
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Figure 2.106 – MOTION page 

 

It is possible to choose between four types of exercises: "Open/Close" works all fingers 

simultaneously, so the values of all 5 sensors are taken into account and sent to the Gloreha; 4 Fingers 

moves all fingers except the thumb, so the thumb flexion graph will be shown on the screen but the 

Gloreha will not receive the movement command for this finger; Thumb/Index moves only the first 

two fingers of the hand in the pinch exercise; Single finger moves only one finger at a time. If this 

exercise is selected, a drop-down menu will appear for choosing which finger to move (Figure 2.107). 
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Figure 2.107 – Exercise choice 

 

When the "START" button is pressed (Figure 2.108), if the connection between the two Arduino nano 

and between the PC and the Arduino that controls the Gloreha boards is successful, the program starts 

acquiring data from the 5 sensors through Bluetooth communication and draws them on the graphs. 

The scale on the y-axis indicates the recorded flexion value and remains fixed, while the scale on the 

x-axis indicates the time elapsed since the start of acquisition in seconds and it is scrolling, so that 

the trend of the values can be seen in real time. At the same time, the program also starts to send the 

desired positions to the Gloreha via the serial port in order to carry out the movement. When the 

"STOP" button is pressed, the acquisition breaks and the Gloreha stops receiving data. By pressing 

"START" again, the graphs are deleted and a new acquisition begins. 
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Figure 2.108 – Data acquisition 
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3.  EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

This chapter reports and analyses the results of experimental tests carried out on commercial sensors 

and on graphene and nano cellulose sensors using the designed test bench. 

 

3.1 TESTING PROTOCOL 

The test protocol carried out on the equipment, involved the use of the sensor test bench configuration 

for small joints described in the chapter 2.5 SENSOR TEST BENCH. The motor was connected to 

the LAC board and to Arduino for control and data collection, which was done using the POWER-

KI software. 

 

Tests were carried out using 5 commercial bending sensors and 3 graphene and nano cellulose 

deformation sensors. Each test involved an actuator stroke of 95 mm (maximum possible stroke 100 

mm), the collection of sensor resistance data and motor position feedback at 20 points (including the 

extremes at 0 mm and 95 mm positions) and a stop time between one motor movement and the next 

of 3 seconds to allow the actuator and sensor to stabilise. The measurements were taken at the end of 

this pause time and are the average value of 10 measurements, in order to improve the accuracy of 

the tests carried out.  

 

The data saved during each test are the actuator position feedback, which is read by a potentiometer 

inside the motor and the resistance value of the sensor. Both values are given as input to the Arduino 

as a voltage and are reported in a range of 0 – 1023. In particular, the calculation of the resistance 

change of the sensor is done by means of a voltage divider, using a known resistance and an input 

voltage of 3.3V (Figure 3.1).  
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Figure 3.1 – Circuit for reading the sensor resistance 

 

In this case, the voltage on the sensor that is read by the Arduino is: 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑉𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑠

𝑅𝑠 + 𝑅
 

In order to evaluate the best resistance to use, tests were carried out with different known resistances 

on a single commercial sensor (the 5 sensors are of the same model and therefore have similar 

behaviour) and on all graphene and nano cellulose sensors. In particular, data were taken from the 

forward path only, i.e. from stretched sensor to flexed sensor. For the characterisation, on the other 

hand, tests were carried out on all eight sensors in both the forward and the backward path (from 

flexed sensor to stretched sensor), for a total of 5 tests for each sensor. 

 

3.2 TRIAL CAMPAIGN 

The data from all the tests carried out are shown below. The input values converted by the Arduino 

to a 0 – 1023 scale, are given in millimetres for the potentiometer reading for position feedback and 

in voltage for the sensor values. The conversion is done in the following way:  

𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

1023
∗ 100 

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒

1023
∗ 3.3 
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3.2.1 BENDING ANGLE 

Since the sensors are used to monitor finger flexion, it is useful to know the relationship between the 

flexion angle of the sensor and its output. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate, for each detected 

motor position, the corresponding angle assumed by the sensor. 

Knowing the dimensions of the designed test bench and the position of the actuator (d), the angle of 

interest can be calculated (Figure 3.2 and 3.3, Graph 3.1). 

 

 

Figure 3.2 – Test bench dimensions 

 

The angle to be calculated is the additional of the angle given by twice the sum of the angles α and β: 

𝐴𝑁𝐺𝐿𝐸 = 180° − 2 ∗ (𝛼 + 𝛽) 

Knowing the values of a and b, it is possible to calculate c using the Pythagorean theorem: 

𝑐 = √𝑎2 + 𝑏2 

Considering now the right-angle triangle abc, the angle α can be calculated: 

𝑐 ∗ sin(𝛼) = 𝑎 →  𝛼 = sin−1
𝑎

𝑐
 

Whereas, β can be derived from the right-angle triangle cd/2e: 

𝑐 ∗ sin(𝛽) =
𝑑

2
 →  𝛽 = sin−1

𝑑/2

𝑐
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Figure 3.3 – Angle of interest calculation 

 

 

Graph 3.1 – Position - angle curve 

 

3.2.2 RESISTANCE DIMENSIONING 

With regard to the choice of the correct resistor to insert in the circuit, the commercial sensor with 

identification number '001 19 51' was tested, while all three graphene and nano cellulose sensors were 

tested, which are identified by colours: red, blue and green. The resistances used were 10 kΩ, 22 kΩ, 

47 kΩ, 100 kΩ and 330 kΩ for the commercial sensors and 47 kΩ, 100 kΩ, 330 kΩ, 1 MΩ, 2 MΩ 

and 4.7 MΩ for the graphene and nano cellulose sensors (all resistances were tested for the first sensor 

and only the most suitable for the other two; Graph 3.2 – 3.5). 
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Graph 3.2 – Sensor 001 19 51: resistance dimensioning 

 

 

Graph 3.3 – Sensor red: resistance dimensioning 
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Graph 3.4 – Sensor blue: resistance dimensioning 

 

 

Graph 3.5 – Sensor green: resistance dimensioning 
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3.2.3 CHARACTERIZATION 

With regard to characterisation, all sensors were tested (Graph 3.6 – 3.13). The commercial sensors 

are identified by numerical codes: "001 19 22", "001 19 28", "001 19 35", "001 19 48" and "001 19 

51". The graphs show both the forward path data (solid line) and the backward path data (dashed 

line). 

 

Commercial sensors 

 

Graph 3.6 – Sensor 001 19 22: characterization, R = 47 kΩ 
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Graph 3.7 – Sensor 001 19 28: characterization, R = 47 kΩ 

 

 

Graph 3.8 – Sensor 001 19 35: characterization, R = 47 kΩ 
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Graph 3.9 – Sensor 001 19 48: characterization, R = 47 kΩ 

 

 

Graph 3.10 – Sensor 001 19 28: characterization, R = 47 kΩ 
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Graphene and nano cellulose sensors 

 

Graph 3.11 – Sensor red: characterization, R = 2 MΩ 

 

 

Graph 3.12 – Sensor blue: characterization, R = 2 MΩ 
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Graph 3.13 – Sensor green: characterization, R = 2 MΩ 

 

3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Once all tests had been carried out, the data were analysed using some static characteristics to 

understand the behaviour of the characterised sensors and the differences between commercial 

sensors and those made of graphene and nano cellulose. 

 

3.3.1 RESISTANCE DIMENSIONING 

The choice of the best resistor to use within the circuit for monitoring sensor movement is based on 

a comparison of the characteristic curves obtained in terms of sensitivity. To carry out this analysis, 

for each curve, the output range for the measuring range of interest (i.e. the difference between the 

highest and lowest values) and the slope of the linear regression line calculated by the method of least 

squares were compared, in order to find the resistance that gives the sensor the best sensitivity. 
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Commercial sensors 

 

R [kΩ] Output range [V] 

10 0.14 

22 0.78 

47 0.84 

100 0.72 

330 0.29 

Table 3.1 – Analysis of resistance dimensioning: output range of commercial sensor  

 

Considering Table 3.1, one can immediately exclude the 10 kΩ and 330 kΩ resistors, as their output 

range is very low, while that of the other sensors is comparable. 

 

 

Graph 3.14 - Analysis of resistance dimensioning: regression line of commercial sensor 
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R [kΩ] Angular coefficient 

22 0.0070 

47 0.0077 

100 0.0066 

Table 3.2 – Analysis of resistance dimensioning: angular coefficient of regression line of commercial sensor 

 

Considering also the angular coefficient of the linear regression line of the characterisation curve 

shown in Graph 3.14 and Table 3.2, it can be seen that the best resistance in terms of sensor sensitivity 

is at 47 kΩ. 

 

Graphene and nano cellulose sensors 

 

R [kΩ] Output range [V] 

47 0.04 

100 0.09 

330 0.25 

1000 0.58 

2000 0.87 

4700 0.93 

Table 4.3 – Analysis of resistance dimensioning: output range of red sensor  

 

In the case of the red sensor, the best results in terms of output range are obtained with the 2MΩ and 

4.7MΩ resistors (Table 3.3), so the others can be discarded. 
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Graph 3.15 - Analysis of resistance dimensioning: regression line of red sensor 

 

R [MΩ] Angular coefficient 

2 0.0072 

4.7 0.0077 

Table 3.4 – Analysis of resistance dimensioning: angular coefficient of regression line of red sensor 

 

In terms of the angular coefficient of the linear regression line, the two resistances are comparable 

(Graph 3.15 and Table 3.4). The results of the 4.7MΩ resistor are little better, but the curve obtained 

with a 2MΩ resistor is more linear, so the latter resistor was chosen. 

 

R [kΩ] Output range [V] 

1000 0.37 

2000 0.75 

4700 0.85 

Table 5.5 – Analysis of resistance dimensioning: output range of blue sensor  
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Graph 3.16 - Analysis of resistance dimensioning: regression line of blue sensor 

 

R [MΩ] Angular coefficient 

1 0.0025 

2 0.0058 

4.7 0.006 

Table 3.6 – Analysis of resistance dimensioning: angular coefficient of regression line of blue sensor 

 

For the blue sensor, as with the red sensor, the best results are obtained with the 4.7 MΩ resistor 

(Table 3.5 and 3.6, Graph 3.16), however the 2 MΩ resistor was chosen as the curve obtained with 

this resistor has greater linearity. 
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R [kΩ] Output range [V] 

1000 0.25 

2000 0.27 

4700 0.54 

Table 6.7 – Analysis of resistance dimensioning: output range of green sensor  

 

 

Graph 3.17 - Analysis of resistance dimensioning: regression line of green sensor 

 

R [MΩ] Angular coefficient 

1 0.0026 

2 0.0021 

4.7 0.0037 

Table 3.8 – Analysis of resistance dimensioning: angular coefficient of regression line of green sensor 

 

Even in the case of the green sensor, the best results are obtained for the 4.7 MΩ resistor (Table 3.7 

and 3.8, Graph 3.17). Again, this is discarded due to the poor linearity of the associated curve. As for 
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the other resistors, the 1MΩ resistor is better from the point of view of the angular coefficient of the 

regression line, while the 2MΩ resistor is better for the output range. The latter was chosen because 

the curve obtained with the 1MΩ resistor is too close to the full scale of the Arduino. 

 

3.3.2 FULL SCALE OUTPUT OF SENSORS 

According to the datasheet, commercial sensors have a tolerance of 30% and their resistance ranges 

from 25 kΩ to 125 kΩ. To calculate the expected full scale output (FSO), the difference between 

these two values was calculated taking into account the tolerance (thus using a range of 17.5 kΩ - 

162.5 kΩ) and reported in terms of voltage: 

𝐹𝑆𝑂 = 𝑉𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑅
−𝑉𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑅
= 3.3 ∗ (

162.5

162.5 + 47
−

17.5

17.5 + 47
) = 1.66 𝑉 

The actual full scale output used was calculated by testing the sensors and taking them to their 

maximum bending and extension, in order to find the minimum and maximum possible voltage 

values. The same thing was done for the graphene and nano cellulose sensors, as shown in Table 3.9. 

 

SENSOR 

MAX 

FLEXION 

[V] 

MAX 

RESISTANCE 

[kΩ] 

MAX 

EXTENSION 

[V] 

MIN 

RESISTANCE 

[kΩ] 

FSO [V] 

001 19 22 2.77 245.6 1.08 22.9 1.69 

001 19 28 2.71 215.9 1.06 22.2 1.65 

001 19 35 2.76 240.2 1.13 24.5 1.63 

001 19 48 2.82 276.1 1.14 24.8 1.68 

001 19 51 2.81 269.5 1.15 25.1 1.66 

RED 3 20000 1.94 2800 1.06 

BLUE 3.23 87000 1.19 1100 2.04 

GREEN 3.23 87000 2.26 4300 0.97 

Table 3.9 – Sensors FSO 
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3.3.3 HYSTERESIS 

For each sensor, the hysteresis was calculated, i.e. the maximum difference between two values of 

the output corresponding to the same input, which is obtained during the calibration cycle for 

increasing and decreasing values of the input (Graph 3.17 – 3.24). 

 

Commercial sensors 

 

 

Graph 3.17 – Sensor 001 19 22: hysteresis 
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Graph 3.18 – Sensor 001 19 28: hysteresis 

 

 

Graph 3.19 – Sensor 001 19 35: hysteresis 
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Graph 3.20 – Sensor 001 19 48: hysteresis 

 

 

Graph 3.21 – Sensor 001 19 51: hysteresis 
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The maximum difference between the forward and backward paths of the characterisation is obtained 

in the central part of the curves, for bending angles of approximately 40° – 60°. For sensors "001 19 

28", "001 19 48", "001 19 51" the hysteresis is around 11% – 12% of the full scale output. Sensor 

"001 19 22" also has this behaviour, but in test 3 it has a hysteresis close to 13% FSO, while sensor 

"001 19 35" has the lowest hysteresis: 8.5% FSO.  

 

Graphene and nano cellulose sensors 

 

 

Graph 3.22 – Sensor red: hysteresis 
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Graph 3.23 – Sensor blue: hysteresis 

 

 

Graph 3.24 – Sensor green: hysteresis 
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Compared to commercial sensors, graphene and nano cellulose sensors show a significant variation 

between the paths for small and large bending angles, i.e. between 0° – 30° and between 80° – 110°. 

In particular, the red sensor presents the highest difference for low bending angles and has a hysteresis 

of around 20% – 25% of the full scale output. The blue sensor, on the other hand, shows significant 

variation for both low and high bending angles, with a hysteresis of 17% FSO. The green sensor has 

the highest difference for low bending angles and a hysteresis of 21.3% FSO. 

 

Sensors comparison 

 

SENSOR HYSTERESIS [%FSO] 

001 19 22 12.8 

001 19 28 11.8 

001 19 35 8.5 

001 19 48 10.9 

001 19 51 12.2 

Red 24.5 

Blue 17 

Green 21.3 

Table 3.10 – Sensors hysteresis 

 

Overall, the hysteresis of graphene and nanocellulose sensors is much higher than that of commercial 

sensors (Table 3.10), so it is more difficult to find an interpolating curve that fits both the forward 

and backward paths, and the sensor will therefore be less accurate. 
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3.3.4 REPEATABILITY 

The repeatability of a sensor is the variability of its output when the same input value is applied. It is, 

therefore, the maximum difference between the outputs of two calibration cycles. 

For each sensor, the repeatability of the forward path and the backward path was calculated. To assess 

which calibration cycles differed the most, the deviation between each calibration curve and the 

average of all curves was calculated. Once these curves were identified, the sensor repeatability was 

calculated (Graph 3.25 – 3.56).  

 

Commercial sensors 

 

Graph 3.25 – Sensor 001 19 22: deviation from the average curve (forward path)    

 

Sensor "001 19 22" shows a significant deviation between the curves of tests 3 and 5 near an angle 

of 35° and between the curves of tests 1 and 4 around 80°. 
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Graph 3.2615 – Sensor 001 19 22: repeatability (forward path)  

   

In particular, analysing these curves, it can be seen that the maximum deviation occurs between the 

calibration curves of tests 3 and 5, with a repeatability of 96.3% FSO. The same procedure was carried 

out for the backward path. 

 

 

Graph 3.27 – Sensor 001 19 22: deviation from the average curve (backward path)    
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In this case the biggest differences can be seen around 10° – 15° for tests 3 and 4, close to 90° for 

tests 2 and 5 and at 100° for tests 2 and 4. 

  

 

Graph 3.2816 – Sensor 001 19 22: repeatability (forward path) 

 

The greatest deviation occurs between the curves of tests 2 and 4. In this case the repeatability is 

97.1% FSO. Overall, the repeatability of sensor "001 19 22" is 96.3% FSO. 
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Graph 3.29 – Sensor 001 19 28: deviation from the average curve (forward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.30 – Sensor 001 19 28: repeatability (forward path) 

 

Sensor "001 19 28" has the maximum difference between the forward curves of tests 1 and 2, with a 

repeatability of 96.1% FSO. 
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Graph 3.31 – Sensor 001 19 28: deviation from the average curve (backward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.32 – Sensor 001 19 28: repeatability (backward path) 

 

As far as the backward curves are concerned, the maximum deviation occurs between test 1 and tests 

4 and 5, with a repeatability of 95.7% FSO. Overall, the repeatability of sensor "001 19 28" is 95.7% 

FSO. 
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Graph 3.33 – Sensor 001 19 35: deviation from the average curve (forward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.34 – Sensor 001 19 35: repeatability (forward path) 

 

The maximum deviation between forward calibration cycles of sensor "001 19 35" is between tests 1 

and 4. The repeatability is 95.3% FSO. 
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Graph 3.35 – Sensor 001 19 35: deviation from the average curve (backward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.36 – Sensor 001 19 35: repeatability (backward path) 

 

With regard to the return path, on the other hand, the maximum difference occurs between test curves 

2 and 4, with a repeatability of 96.7% FSO. Overall, the repeatability of sensor "001 19 35" is 95.3% 

FSO. 
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Graph 3.3717 – Sensor 001 19 48: deviation from the average curve (forward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.38 – Sensor 001 19 48: repeatability (forward path) 

 

Sensor "001 19 48" has maximum deviation between the forward curves of tests 2 and 5, with a 

repeatability of 97.5% of the full scale output. 
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Graph 3.39 – Sensor 001 19 48: deviation from the average curve (backward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.40 – Sensor 001 19 48: repeatability (backward path) 

 

With regard to the return curves, the maximum difference is reached between the curves of tests 2 

and 4, with a repeatability of 97.5% FSO. Overall, the repeatability of sensor "001 19 48" is 97.5% 

FSO. 
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Graph 3.41 – Sensor 001 19 51: deviation from the average curve (forward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.42 – Sensor 001 19 51: repeatability (forward path) 

 

The maximum deviation between the forward curves of sensor "001 19 51" occurs between test 2 and 

test 4. The repeatability is 92.8% of the full scale output. 
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Graph 3.43 – Sensor 001 19 51: deviation from the average curve (backward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.44 – Sensor 001 19 51: repeatability (backward path) 

 

For the backward curves, the maximum deviation is between tests 2 and 4, with a deviation of 92% 

of full scale. Overall, the repeatability of sensor "001 19 51" is 92% FSO. 
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Graphene and nano cellulose sensors 

 

Graph 3.45 – Sensor red: deviation from the average curve (forward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.46 – Sensor red: repeatability (forward path) 
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With regard to the forward path of the 'Red' sensor, the maximum deviation occurs between test 

curves 1 and 5, with a repeatability of 82.1 % of the full scale output. 

 

 

Graph 3.47 – Sensor red: deviation from the average curve (backward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.48 – Sensor red: repeatability (backward path) 
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In the backward path, however, the tests that deviate the most are 2 and 5, with a repeatability of 

87.3% FSO. Overall, the repeatability of the "Red" sensor is 82.1% FSO. 

 

 

Graph 3.49 – Sensor blue: deviation from the average curve (forward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.50 – Sensor blue: repeatability (forward path) 
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The maximum deviation between the forward paths of the "Blue" sensor is reached between tests 2 

and 3. The repeatability is 88.6% FSO. 

 

 

Graph 3.51 – Sensor blue: deviation from the average curve (backward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.52 – Sensor blue: repeatability (backward path) 
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In the backward path, the maximum deviation is between test curves 2 and 3, with a repeatability of 

88.7% of the full scale output. Overall, the repeatability of the "Blue" sensor is 88.6% FSO. 

 

 

Graph 3.53 – Sensor green: deviation from the average curve (forward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.54 – Sensor green: repeatability (forward path) 
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The maximum deviation between the forward paths of the "Green" sensor is reached between tests 1 

and 5. The repeatability is 73.3% FSO. 

 

 

Graph 3.55 – Sensor green: deviation from the average curve (backward path) 

 

 

Graph 3.56 – Sensor green: repeatability (backward path) 
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In the backward path the maximum deviation is between test curves 1 and 4, with a repeatability of 

71.3% of the full scale output. Overall, the repeatability of the "Green" sensor is 71.3% FSO. 

 

Sensors comparison 

 

SENSOR 
REPEATABILITY [%FSO] 

Forward path 

REPEATABILITY [%FSO] 

Backward path 

001 19 22 96.3 97.1 

001 19 28 96.1 95.7 

001 19 35 95.3 96.7 

001 19 48 97.5 97.5 

001 19 51 92.8 92 

Red 82.1 87.3 

Blue 88.6 88.7 

Green 73.3 71.3 

Table 3.11 – Sensors repeatability 

 

The repeatability of the commercial sensors is quite high and it is around 95% – 96% of the full scale 

output for sensors "001 19 22", "001 19 28" and "001 19 35". The "001 19 48" sensor has a higher 

repeatability than the others, 97.5% FSO, while the "001 19 51" sensor has the lowest: 92% FSO. The 

repeatability of the graphene and nanocellulose sensors, on the other hand, is significantly lower than 

that of commercial sensors and it is around 80% FSO (Table 3.11). 

 

3.3.5 LINEARITY 

The linearity of a sensor is the maximum deviation of its characteristic curve from a reference line. 

In this case, the line that best approximates the calibration curve of the sensor, calculated by the 

method of least squares, was taken as the reference (Graph 3.57 – 3.72). 
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Commercial sensors 

 

 

Graph 3.57 – Sensor 001 19 22: reference lines 

 

 

Graph 3.58 – Sensor 001 19 22: linearity 
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For sensor "001 19 22" the maximum deviation from the reference line is reached in the forward path 

of test 3. The linearity of the sensor is 92.7% of the full scale output. 

 

 

Graph 3.59 – Sensor 001 19 28: reference lines 

 

 

Graph 3.60 – Sensor 001 19 28: linearity 
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For sensor "001 19 28" the maximum deviation from the reference line is reached in the backward 

path of test 2. The linearity of the sensor is 93.4% of the full scale output. 

 

 

Graph 3.61 – Sensor 001 19 35: reference lines 

 

 

Graph 3.62 – Sensor 001 19 35: linearity 
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For sensor "001 19 35" the maximum deviation from the reference line is reached in the backward 

path of test 1. The linearity of the sensor is 94.9% of the full scale output. 

 

 

Graph 3.63 – Sensor 001 19 48: reference lines 

 

 

Graph 3.64 – Sensor 001 19 48: linearity 
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For sensor "001 19 48" the maximum deviation from the reference line is reached in the backward 

path of test 3. The linearity of the sensor is 93.2% of the full scale output. 

 

 

Graph 3.65 – Sensor 001 19 51: reference lines 

 

 

Graph 3.66 – Sensor 001 19 51: linearity 
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For sensor "001 19 51" the maximum deviation from the reference line is reached in the backward 

path of test 4. The linearity of the sensor is 92.2% of the full scale output. 

 

Graphene and nano cellulose sensors 

 

Graph 3.67 – Sensor red: reference lines 

 

 

Graph 3.68 – Sensor red: linearity 
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For the "Red" sensor, the maximum deviation from the reference line is reached in the forward path 

of test 2. The linearity of the sensor is 83.6% of the full scale output. 

 

 

Graph 3.69 – Sensor blue: reference lines 

 

 

Graph 3.70 – Sensor blue: linearity 
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For the "Blue" sensor, the maximum deviation from the reference line is reached on the forward and 

backward paths of test 5. The linearity of the sensor is 86.5% of the full scale output. 

 

 

Graph 3.71 – Sensor green: reference lines 

 

 

Graph 3.72 – Sensor green: linearity 
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For the "Green" sensor, the maximum deviation from the reference line is reached in the forward path 

of test 5. The linearity of the sensor is 86.1% of the full scale output. 

 

Sensors comparison 

 

SENSOR LINEARITY [%FSO] 

001 19 22 92.7 

001 19 28 93.4 

001 19 35 94.9 

001 19 48 93.2 

001 19 51 92.2 

Red 83.6 

Blue 86.5 

Green 86.1 

Table 3.11 – Sensors linearity 

 

As with the repeatability, the linearity of the commercial sensors is also higher than that of the 

graphene and nano cellulose sensors. The linearity of commercial sensors is around 93% of the full 

scale output, except for the "001 19 51" sensor for which it is a little lower and the "001 19 35" sensor 

which has a linearity value of almost 95% FSO. The linearity of the graphene and nano cellulose 

sensors is around 85% FSO (Table 3.11). 

 

3.3.6 INTERPOLATING CHARACTERISTIC CURVE 

In order to be able to use the sensors on the glove, it is necessary to have a single interpolating curve 

that approximates well the forward and backward curves of all the tests done. For this reason, for 

each sensor, the average of the forward curves of each test and the average of the return curves were 

calculated (Graph 3.73 – 3.80). The average of these two curves obtained was then used to transform 

the voltage values, coming from the sensors on the glove, into position commands to the motors of 

the Gloreha. 
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Commercial sensors 

 

Graph 3.73 – Sensor 001 19 22: interpolation curve 

 

 

Graph 3.74 – Sensor 001 19 28: interpolation curve 
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Graph 3.75 – Sensor 001 19 35: interpolation curve 

 

 

Graph 3.76 – Sensor 001 19 48: interpolation curve 
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Graph 3.77 – Sensor 001 19 51: interpolation curve 

 

Graphene and nano cellulose sensors 

 

Graph 3.78 – Sensor red: interpolation curve 
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Graph 3.79 – Sensor blue: interpolation curve 

 

 

Graph 3.80 – Sensor green: interpolation curve 
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Sensors comparison 

Overall, the commercial sensors have better characteristics in terms of linearity, repeatability and 

hysteresis than the graphene and nanocellulose sensors. In addition, the graphene and nano cellulose 

sensors, and, in particular, the "Blue" and "Green" sensors, show a strong flattening in the middle 

section of the characteristic curve. This implies that, for angles close to 30° - 70° (i.e. for a large part 

of the movement), there will be little accuracy in reading the sensor bending angle, resulting in 

incorrect movement of the Gloreha motors. However, these results are not definitive as, with graphene 

and nano cellulose sensors, there are limitations with regard to the connection of electrical cables and 

this affects the results. 
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4.  GLOVE – GLOREHA SYSTEM 

This chapter shows the final stages of the realisation of the sensorized glove – Gloreha exoskeleton 

system and the results of the tests carried out on the time to perform a movement and the response 

time between the flexion signal of the sensors and the movement of the exoskeleton motors. 

 

4.1 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM 

The final assembly of the glove – Gloreha system involved the creation of a case, to be placed on the 

wrist, for the Arduino Nano 33 BLE Sense and its external battery (Figure 4.1.1). 

 

 

Figure 4.1 – Case for Arduino Nano 33 BLE Sense 
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The sensors were connected to this Arduino (Figure 4.2 and 4.3) as described in chapter 2.6.1 

SENSORS TEST BENCH. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 – Sensor electrical connection 

 

 

Figure 4.3 – Sensor incorporation into the Arduino case 

 

As for the tissue glove, changes have been made to the seams to make it easier to insert the sensors  

(Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4 – Tissue glove 

 

The adaptable TPU glove described in chapter 2.3 GLOVE, was not made due to the excessive size 

compared to the possibilities of the 3D printer. Therefore, a single-size glove was made in Silicon 

Figure 4.5), a more flexible and comfortable material than TPU. In this glove, the sensors and 

electrical cables are enclosed between two layers of material, so that, the user cannot come into 

contact with the equipment. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 – Silicon glove 
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Finally, the new Gloreha control board, consisting of the Arduino Mega 2560, its shield and the chips 

for moving the motors, was placed inside the Gloreha box and connected to the five motors (Figure 

4.6). 

 

 

Figure 4.6 – Connection of the Gloreha’s control board 

 

To operate the Gloreha exoskeleton – sensorized glove system, the Arduino Mega 2560 is connected 

to the PC together with a second Arduino Nano 33 BLE Sense that connects via Bluetooth to the 

Arduino on the hand (Figure 4.7). The complete system is reported in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.7 – Connections to PC 

 

 

Figure 4.8 – Glove – Gloreha system 
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4.2 TIMING TESTS ON GLOREHA 

Once the final sensorized glove – Gloreha system was assembled, tests were carried out on the total 

opening/closing time of the exoskeleton and on the reaction time between the arrival of the signal 

from the sensors and the reception of the command from the motors. 

The tests were carried out by video, analysing the movement of the glove and the motors frame by 

frame, with a frame rate of about 30 frames per second, therefore with a resolution of 33.3 ms. 

 

Motion time 

In order to test the minimum time to perform a movement, 20 tests were performed (10 for opening 

and 10 for closing the hand, shown in Graph 4.1) on a single motor moved at the maximum allowed 

speed, using a commercial sensor and measuring the time elapsed during the opening/closing of the 

finger, considering the entire range of movement. The trials were performed using an Arduino - PC 

connection via COM. 

 

 

Graph 4.1 – Motion time to perform a movement 
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The minimum time it takes for the Gloreha to fully close the glove is, on average, 5.07 s. While the 

opening time is 4.91 s. 

 

Reaction time: maximum performance 

In order to measure the reaction time between the movement of the glove and the movement of the 

motors, 20 tests (10 for flexion and 10 for finger extension) were carried out for each sensor 

considered (one commercial, shown in Graph 4.2 and the three made of graphene and nano cellulose, 

shown in Graph 4.3 – 4.5), always using the same motor pushed at maximum speed. The tests were 

repeated both with the Arduino connected to the PC via COM, and via Bluetooth, to assess the delay 

added by the latter. 

 

 

Graph 4.2 – Reaction test: commercial sensor 
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COMMERCIAL SENSOR 

Movement Average time [s] 

Flexion 0.46 

Extension 0.45 

Flexion BLE 0.84 

Extension BLE 0.94 

Table 4.1 – Average time: commercial sensor 

 

 

Graph 4.3 – Reaction test: red sensor 
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RED SENSOR 

Movement Average time [s] 

Flexion 0.34 

Extension 0.45 

Flexion BLE 0.78 

Extension BLE 0.80 

Table 4.2 – Average time: red sensor 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 – Reaction test: blue sensor 
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BLUE SENSOR 

Movement Average time [s] 

Flexion 0.54 

Extension 0.57 

Flexion BLE 0.83 

Extension BLE 0.99 

Table 4.3 – Average time: blue sensor 

 

 

Figure 4.5 – Reaction test: green sensor 
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GREEN SENSOR 

Movement Average time [s] 

Flexion 0.48 

Extension 0.55 

Flexion BLE 0.81 

Extension BLE 0.93 

Table 4.4 – Average time: green sensor 

 

Reaction time tests show similar results between sensors. Calculating the average of all tests carried 

out with the connection via COM and those carried out via Bluetooth, the reaction time with a 

connection via serial is approximately 0.48 s and 0.86 s in the case of connection via Bluetooth. These 

results indicate that the Gloreha's motors manage to do a discrete tracking of the glove's movement. 

 

Reaction time: rehabilitation exercise 

The last tests performed measured the reaction time of the motors under the conditions of a 

rehabilitation exercise, i.e. using the motors at 75% of maximum speed. Again, 10 tests were carried 

out for the flexion movement and 10 for the extension movement of the fingers (Graph 4.6, Table 

4.5). The rehabilitation exercise simulated is the pinch exercise, in which only the thumb and index 

finger are moved. The glove – PC connection used is Bluetooth. 
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Graph 4.6 – Rehabilitation test: pinch movement 

 

PINCH 

Finger Movement Average time [s] 

Thumb 

Flexion 0.79 

Extension 0.68 

Index 

Flexion 0.78 

Extension 0.73 

Table 4.5 – Average time: green sensor 
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The results on the pinch exercise show that the reaction time is quite good. Between the movement 

of the thumb and the index finger there is a little discrepancy, which is more pronounced in the 

extension movement. This can be explained by the different hand movements in the two cases. In 

fact, during the flexion movement starting with the hand completely open, all the fingers are free to 

move, while during the extension movement starting with the hand closed like a fist, the index finger 

is blocked in its movement by the thumb, which starts to open slightly earlier than the index finger. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aim of this project was to develop a sensorized glove that could interface with Idrogenet's Gloreha 

Lite exoskeletal system. This system consists of five motors connected to a glove by cables. The 

movement of each motor acts on the flexion or extension of the corresponding finger, allowing the 

user to carry out robot-assisted rehabilitation therapy for the hand. To increase the effectiveness of 

this treatment, a bimanual therapy using the Mirror Therapy technique was added to the system. 

The project involved several steps: first, a test bench was designed for the characterisation of sensors. 

This test bench can mount different types of sensors, in particular commercial bending sensors and 

graphene and nano cellulose strain sensors; moreover, two different configurations of the bench allow 

the characterisation of sensors destined to be used on small or large joints. In the present work, the 

various design phases of the bench were shown, which was then realised by 3D printing. 

Subsequently, two sensor gloves were produced, which mount five sensors: one made of tissue, where 

the sensors are inserted into appropriate seams, and one made of Silicon, where the sensors were 

incorporated between two layers of material. The glove is completed by a case containing an Arduino 

Nano 33 BLE Sense, to which all the sensor cables have been connected, and a battery to power it. 

This Arduino reads the bending values of the sensors and transmits them to the PC via Bluetooth 

communication. 

With regard to the Gloreha exoskeleton, initially the control board already mounted in the machine 

and its communication protocol for sending positions to the motors were used. During tests, however, 

it became apparent that the board does not accept different set-points position between one motor and 

another. Therefore, this board was replaced with an Arduino connected to chips that allow the reversal 

of the Gloreha actuators' motion, as well as the control of their position and speed. In addition, a new 

communication protocol was implemented between the new Gloreha control board and the PC. 

Finally, a user interface was developed using the POWER-KI programming language. This software 

makes it possible to collect data from the characterisation of the sensors, receive data from the sensor 

glove, process it and send it to the Gloreha's motors via the interface with the control board. 
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The results obtained from the characterisation of the sensors have shown that the electrical 

characteristics of the tested sensors are discrete and suitable for this type of application, while the 

tests on the responsiveness of the Gloreha to the command signal are good for both serial and 

Bluetooth communication. 

The implemented system reads the flexion of the fingers using the sensorized glove and sends the 

information to the Gloreha control board, which drives the motors following the movement collected 

by the glove.  It allows, therefore, the user to control the exoskeleton using the sensorized glove and 

perform a bimanual Mirror Therapy, wearing the glove in the healthy hand and the Gloreha in the 

diseased hand. 

 

Future developments 

Future changes for the improvement of the system implemented mainly include five key points, as 

described below: 

• Using the designed test bench to test other types of sensors, in order to find those with the best 

electrical characteristics and the shape that best fits the fingers for better comfort. 

• Characterising the sensors on the test bench for large bend angles and testing them in a 

biomedical application involving the neck, trunk or hip. 

• Improving the accuracy of hand movement readings by adding sensors to the 

metacarpophalangeal joints as well. In this case, it is necessary to use an exoskeleton that is 

different from the Gloreha, with at least two degrees of freedom for each finger. By using 

sufficiently small sensors, it is also possible to monitor the movement of the distal 

interphalangeal joint and thus control all three degrees of freedom of the fingers in the sagittal 

plane. 

• Testing the application with the Gloreha Aria or other arm or forearm exoskeleton using the 

Arduino Nano 33 BLE Sense's internal sensors: 9 axis inertial sensor, proximity sensor, 

gesture detection sensor. 

• Implementation of voice commands using the microphone mounted on the Arduino Nano 33 

BLE Sense to control the Gloreha. The commands can be managed by POWER-KI thanks to 

the VOICE-TEST-X01 application that transforms voice commands into text. These 

commands can be used to start/stop the Gloreha and to set working settings.
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APPENDIX 

This section shows the datasheets of the commercial components used in this project (A) and the technical 

drawings of the designed components of the sensor test bench (Appendix B). 

 

APPENDIX A – DATASHEETS 
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APPENDIX B – TECHNICAL DRAWINGS 
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